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circus in town
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is
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mirrel of beauty or utilityfor the benefit of him-

GRANT.

self and his fellowmon,stands

^

mechanism

In

by tho

shapely

weariness and the grime of toil, en-

joying in anticipation the glory ofinccesa,some
can obtain further Information by “ thefim reportoflheoldveler.ne.nnon evil suddenly impending threatens destruction to
calling on Brusse
l] reverberated with the flrat break of day all himself and the resultof hia efforts;fear Mixes
nature seemed to wear a smiling though upon him and he atands breathlesslyawaiting tho
day and the average
Last Monday Prof. T. R. Bock left this subdued face as If in honor, of a nation’s resnlt. So stood this country, so stood those who
believedin and loved freedom and self governcity for New York. It is rumored here loss. All through the forenoon the weath-

do

every Saturday.

^

will be in Holland to-\ HOLLAND’S TRIBUTE TO SEN.

Yesterday the weather was decidedly

A Weekly Newspaper published

WHOLE

1885.

15,

to-

happy.

Bros.

so

ment in 1861— when the quiet tanner of Galena felt
that hia time had come. Four thousand years of
week at the Park.
of a congregationin California where he engaged in decorating and in making ar- wrong, oppression and misrule, four thousand
OobbIiiIob Metefcwt.
rangements for the afternoon services. years of struggle for right, four thousandyears of
will go in the near future.
DEACH, W. H. Commission Merobsnt, and
The drays are reaping a harvest out of
13 dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
At. noon the sky was overcast and a thun- undecidedcontest.Yet falling of the full frultlou
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick Macatawa business.
Two hundred and fifty excursionists der storm .from the north threatenedto of Ireedom, looked down upon the danger,and a
store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
Tom Kalamazoo sojourned at the Park; spend its fury upon us. The heaviest part world stood waitine and watchingfor the result.
Conductor Ed. Fay and family have
We need not fight over again the battlesof the ^
Cruft sal Medicinal.
ast Wednesday.
understand that
of the Storm, however, passed to the east, I Intcrneclte war. If It had been merely a strife lor
moved to Big Rapids.
TNOE8BURG. i.O. Dealer in Drugs and Medlanother excursion from Kalamazoo will and we received only a drizzling rain territorialacquisition; If It had been but for the
JLf clnee, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. PhyWe understandthat big fish stories are visit the Park during this month.
siciansprescriptionscarefullyput up. Eighth 8t.
which continued for an hour, but waa
'“ciod wroc, or ml wrobgof or, ...
.. , dlnary moment, It would not havo been msmorprevalent at the park.
ficteut to overthrow all preparationsthat I lb)t tuu)rj. butll,e lUmgtt( ortultm ,nd
An excursionfrom Saugatuck came to
Van den Serge's Family Medicines. River Street.
Macatawa
Grove last night and enjoyed had been made for holding the services in the preservation of a principle were at stake'and
River street needs some gravel near the
the Grove on the College Campus. The it was not strange that every artery of the nation
an evenpig’s skate at the Rink. Quite a
'^’ALSU, HEBER, Drogglst and Pharmacist ; a Standard Roller Mills.
committee aet to work and haaUly
>*011.0 with hotbiood, «r«rrmn.ci..traioad
fall slock of goods appertaining to the busarge party from this city joined them

Pleasant weather

made

has

a

booming

that the professor will shortly take charge er was of the finest
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and men were

bnaily
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s
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nccea-

decor-

iness.

Read
ruraitura.

the Special Notices of Dr. W.

Van Putten in this issue.

EVER, BROUWER A. CO., Dealers in all
Ivl kinds of Fnrnltnre, CurtalnB. Will Paper,
-If

Miss Cora Vette, of Grand Haven, is

Carpets, Coffins,Picture Frames,etc.; River St.

daring the evening, going on the Macata- ated tho First Church and made atl
sary arrangements for the holding of the thoie hastilycalled into action waa like the blind
wa.
exercises according to the change of pro- followingthe blind. It waa in this emergency
Tuesday morning last Mrs. F. 0. Nye^gram. Buaineaa in the afternoon was en- 1 that Grant came out oi hU obscurityupon the

visitingfriends in this city.

presented her husband with a fourteen

Oatml Diilari.

VAN

Between two and

PUTTER,

G. A SONS, GeneralDealers in
Dry Goode, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and
Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc. River street.

Y

le have visitedthe

\J

The only

hotel in the city. Is located in the bnslneas center of the town and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
state, Free hna in connection with the hotel.

Sulivan, of

1

incceM

1

venal attention, and

G. A. Kanters is home from Terra

Stable;

X

.

of

is

Tuesday.

A. K. Roos, who

Creek Sanitarium,is home

at the Battle

B., dealear in Farm implemachinery. Cor. River and

on

a short visit.

We

Phyilciifii.

noticed General Manager Mulliken
Chicago and West Mich. R’y

of the
R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
found in his office in First Ward Drug Store,
on Eighth street.

T)E8T,

X>

receiving treatment

is

station last

Will

at this

Wednesday.

B» Physicianand Surgeon. Office
The
X* at residence on the corner of River and
Eleventh streeta, formerly occupied by the late Dr. in the

Ledeboer.

week

C. Graves, of the

Muskegon Courant,

X)

of the most pleasant and enjoyable*! gathered.

men

v

v

Jewelry and Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ce-

G.

R.

the entertainment,especially by

some

is

but 25 cents.

of nearly

new

/

Wtt|er tank at this station is

Monday and Tues-j P*01®

i9 tw0 ‘»on.and six bnndred .„d
"twenty-three barrels, or 83,086 gallons.

day.

Ws

Stand pipes jndiciouslydistributed

the yard wijl be connected
end” of the! with the tank and from which engines
Chicago and West Mich. R’y. They look\will be supplied with water.

i. 0. of o. r.

notice some newly painted coacheajfl throughout

well.

on the trains on the “south

evening of each week.
Visiting brothers are cordiallyinvited.
J. Kruibenqa, N. G.
VL. D. Baldus, R.
-

8.

F.

A

Photographer Higgins has been

^
The MethodistChurch Sabbath School

and that it rained on the day of

A. X.

their last

of the Park which he haa for sale at hia picnic. They propose trying it again
Regular Communicationof Unxtt Lodob,
No. 191. F. A A M., will be held at Masonic Hall gallery.
next Wednesday and invite all their
Holland, Mich., at 7 o'clock, on Wednesday
evenings, Jan. 28, Feb. 25, March 25, April 22,
friends to go with them to Macatawa Park
May 87! June 24, Julv 22, Aog. 19, Sept. 28, Oct. 21, /^Mr. Jacob Rovaabt, of Chicago, forNov. 18. Dec. 16. St. John.s days Jnne 24, ant merly a resident of Holland, was looking on that day. Tickets will be for sale at
Dec. 27.
D. Bertsch’s store from Monday until
0. Ban ham, W. M.
up old friends and acquainUnces in this
D. L. Boyd. Stc'v.
Wednesday morning, It is expected that
city last Saturday.
a large number will go.
Knights of Labor.
Prof. Shepard, of Grand Rapids, has
Harmony Assembly, No. 8,719, of Holland City,
meet In Odd Fellows’ Hall every week. All comWs understand that parties in Grand
been secured by the Board of Education
monicationsshould be addressed to
Rapids
are willing to pay a fair price
Hammomt Lock Box,
to teach vocal muaic in the public ichoola
Holland, Mich.
for
Macatawa
Park, and will in the event
for the coming year.

97-y

pM.

from

is what is needed to make ft pennsnent
(WBOLX8ALI.)
the board of education.
success of the Park and we hope that
[OomcUd every Friday by E. J. Barrington.)
prices and terms can be agreed upon even
Apples, 50c; Beans, 80c. $1.00; Batter. 9,10c;
W. Baumgartel ii the only person sellEggs, 11c; Honey, 12c; Onions,50c; Potatoes,
if the people of this community have to

“The

ing the celebratedeigar

EXTAIL.

in this city,

Apples, 00c; Beans.

$1.15; Butter, 11, 12c;
Eggs, 12c; Honey, 14c; Onions, 50c; Potatoes, 85c.

Grain, Fh4, Ito.

Leader”

and he has them for sale at

Coster boya

Oaw,

80c;

EXTAIL.
l50c: Bran, V 100 Be., 75c: Bariev.
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the spring
a

M|nmod geDertj command
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history.

When a man becomes

truly

mankind.In

log of

the Instances of qor two great

Generals,Wublngton and Grant, 'ws have been
na- •ingalarly fortunate.Great in war they were

great-few become

I

so-he is no longer owned by a fhmlly circla, a
tiqn or a generation, but by the whole world and greater In that aelf command and lofty patriotism,
by all time. So this la no common day. these no which led them to turn quietly to the paths of
ordinaryobseqnlu, for a nation mourns and a j peace. When we considerthat Lincoln had fallworld pauses to reflect in sorrow, that ona hul eD. that we bad a great army of veteransoldiers
pused away who bu left the imprint of hit indl- and maB? generals (eager, able, experience^, and
vldusllty upon the most enduring landmarks of lhat 0rant wa8 00w almost the idol sf bis counbnman society and organized government. Where j trymen,and pauae to reflect whal might have been
he wu born or whew he died is unimportant. It jf he had been Imbued with the spirit of a Napo1s the work he did that arrests the attention of his I |e0lli a cm»u. or an Alexander, we obtain a view
fellowmen, that '.meritstheir enduring gratitude,I of hU ch^cter Imere lofty and inspiring than
that causes him to be mourned in death and that j
glTan „ by hia military ichievcmehtf. GlUfifi

w.

bu bespokenhis

u,

^

twice to

fill

iU

tbp position of chief executive of this

r
and
three
™
nnJ?“ly
oetton

^

time when the difficult problems of the

|

and

life. The life of the Great Muter wu quiet
unremarkable,till hi. time had com* and hi.
ly

^

h^t hT itid

ftom
- ^

missionwork on earth wu crowded into
abort yeara. And so with Grant. Bis life wu

^

of

desire for peace

slight hiterostuntil hit time had* come, but
that time it wu of interest to all mankind. Ai| h,Btory

r^-blin^ude
commonly

nmi

so great

men

I. obKnrl«, nntU emer^ncy

4^

largest number of guests visiting

a---—.- -i

psrk on any one day were there last

Thursday. Fully
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Americanpeople today believe

^
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^

the evenu!* nw° the^ results.
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The first excursion to arrive came from Thi. N.ti™
.. the latest
And now.aftera Ufa time, the greaitr
^ which wu spent in the serviceof his
Rapids this year (WBattencing September Allegan at nine o’clock in the morning, This Nation may be regardedas the latest, the
surest,the best attempt at enlightenedPopolar
,1''8
21st and continniugSotfl
the 2Qth.
and numbered some four hundred. They
government;
hot
it may not be properlyso
was
rmlL
wLrebv
hrias
enabled
toacam
py
V
were followed by a train from Grand garded u the resultof chance or the exertions
V™, “
Council of Hope
pllsh his great ends, bat which being worn out in
Rapida bearing some seven hundred ex- it* fonneere, but rather as the product of all the the service could no longer be effective, is this day
'

1

'

^

'

Rev. John H.

r,

N. Y., aaprofes-

and literature.

toothy

cmoabtel, of White Plgeen,

wu

cursionistsand the Custer Guards, accom-

march,
park and

Bring tho
at the

tt his brother WQIUml bsrber
shop in

freedom-loving people of all Umee paet. It Is the

resnlt of all the evolution of right; the spotheoeis

panied by Squire’s band. The guards of equality and fraternity;the application of the
marched through our streets from the de- Golden Role to Governmental science.
There came upon us a time when the national
pot to the boat landing and performed

lut Wednentty.We noticed
r.itng of eurtomere end yelling
the evening.

-

&

temb. Itls a

local

light

tomb

in the suburbs of the great metropolis ofthe nation
be fought for aad saved; itls a narrow tomb only
large enough to data a family perhaps, bat in all

;

result of all the etruggke of

'm

ItlMpll

'!£$&!

to be committed to the

that is high, bread aad deep, all that Is tender yet
when the welfare of the
yean paet for the lofty of the respect and sActiess of his countrymen, ita portals open so wide as to receive all the
and right was endangered. As when (the argratefultributes of all the united mUlions be1 effort of an inventor, hate
(Oontinued oh Eighto ftps.)
mloyed ia

existence wae threatened

..

'

down

fifteen hundred people
preserve them. The beat blood bu baa eyiM
were seeking pleasure and cooling breezes and the noblut livu given in this cause, and so
The West Mich.; Agricultural and In- atour rapidly growing rammer resort may ever cbhtlnne to be. We may not pause to|ma^or

Lancaster Red, 85.

.

call

who have been on

Court

Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, f 100 tw., 65c; Barley structions on the railroad track were acquitted last Monday by the }ury

100 fts., 80c;

a bonne to make np the difference
the price that is asked and that which

raise
In

shop. Try them.

trial in the Circuit

every Friday by W. H. Beach.)

processionpassed

the parties are willing to give.

The

(WBOLBSALB.)

(OomcUd

his barber

10

preserved

of purchase expend fully one hundred
are obliged to omit the continuance thousand dollars in building a suitable hoofthe article fornished by the W. C. T. tel and in improving the grounds. This
U. this week, owing to official matter

•wmed

“It was a part of the fklth of the ancient Bgyp-

Wb

Produce, Sto.

I

Preas. The appointment, and Notbern Virginia had become
the music I one vast graveyard of soldiersand the ualon, heart

to

questionof quick bard work at heavy cost, or a
lingering waste of life,with poeilblu failure. The
sand yean had elapsed,the soul which at death temper ofthe people wu sorely tried and there
had departedtram the body, would return to it wu danger that there might come to be a majority
again and, reunited With it in form, the man who would submit to disunionto obtain peace,
would henceforthbe Immortal. For tbia reason I and in the course be adopted he not only evldenand from this faith it wu their custom to preserve I Ced military sagacitybut an sente and correct
by a wonderfuland now long lost art of embalm- knowledge of civil and politicalconditions, and
ing, the principal portions of the hnman stricture I be succeeded—not (merely in conquering the
and place them within a marble aarcopagna to the I enemy, |uvlng the onion and reatorlng peace
end that it might be lb readiness to receive the re- 1 within our borders, but in saving >o the world for
turning spirit, u we are wont to receive the bo- 1 Itjii farther trial, and let ns hope permanent and
loved and long absent. Creeds change, beliefsare enduring example,free populargovernment. Bat
altered,but ialth ever remainsthe same. It bu witb all his militarygenlos Grant wu eminently a
come to be our creed, our belief, yes our faith that q^q 0f peace. Flushed witb tho triumph which
dust returns to dust, spirit returns to its original I follows succeu other great chieftaina have been
source, snd tbit nothing mortal can be
&way with the ambition for fhrther conby mortals except u It is embalmed in the mem- 1 quests.Examples of this spirit, ancient and modorles of man and enshrined in the sarcophagnaws j erD( have been far too numerous for the well-be-

A

(Bw

The

HON. M.

tak- picnIUwillbe repeated owing to the fact

ing some sterescopicviews of the city

up

of. tians that after a period of from three to ten thou-

Jas. Van dkk Sluis, of the G. R. Fry- 1"6"''? “mPleled- The Unk i! a mammoth
heid. Bonier, wa, shaking haid. w|lh [one being th. largeston the road Itacafriends in this city last

^

only to be forced back again his chagrln'anddit-

I

with draped colors

.

,

'TTT’YKHUYSENj H., dealer in Watches,Clocks,
dar streets.

^

mo

u

Democrat says; “All were pleased with

last

burg.

of that

th#

command#

boring towns as first-class.The

last issue of the Coopersville Obser-

all the bnslneas

Of a funeral dirge, and

generally spoken of by the press of neigh-

want of proper support.

ver publishes a historicalaketch

^

and solemn tread proceededto the church comlUncMt Grant waa
in which a large congregationhad already mtD(j.

the special leatures.”The admission

1) REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
dealer lu fancy goods. Corner of Market
and Eighth streets.

of F"t|D?n*!Mf0’

Park are the onel the asilea of the building and were given
hour and a half rides on the Macatawa out 1 seats in front and to the side of the plat‘j
on Lake Michigan every afternoon. The I form. Mayor Kanters, as President of the N ne n#Ter ieemed t0 htU or heB„ita< Furwtrd
ride costs but ten cents and every one who I Day, then briefly atated the object of the wu the word
hm. ue hM been
goes oat with the boat comes back feeling f services and Rev. Chas. Scott, D. D. criticisedfor a recklesswute of life and blood, but
better and satisfied that it waa money well I made an impassionedand patrioticprayer. 11 * undoubtedly true the situation at the time
/
PantHo then lefl bim no other alternative than that of fighting*
Uon' M' c- Buroh- of G,r“d R,p‘d,' ‘hen with 11 the itruigth Qt hi. loro,,.
th.
delivered an oration. It was a fine pro- 1 j^Qj-n^^^g^j^iybugreitflittothosewho
To-day Pullman, Dingess & Co.’s Rhuw duction and was forcibly delivered. We I assume end maintain the offensive,and In our
will exhibit in this city. The show ia give the greater portion of the address be- war the operations of our armies and the purpose

Watchii atl Jnrilry.

The

Officials,'the Clergy and

and

attractionsat Macatawa

a paper printed

Holland language, suspended
for

Thi^

ty

ine of march waa taken

y

Grand Rapids
TT-REMERS, B.., Physician and Surgeon. ResXV Jdence on Twelfthstreet, cor. of Market St. Democrat was in the city last Wednesday
Office at the drug store of Kremers A Bangs.. Ofand made the News a call.
fice hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from 6 to 6 p.m

VATEB,

inches in circumference.

wonderful growth.

a

One

Proprietors

Plugger Mills . Manufacturers of new Pro(ear foot of Eighth street.

8%

ured

ninety of the people of Hollant

accompanied the excursion to Kalamazoo
last

I

embera of the Common Council

Amsden Jane variety measuring fifteen
Inches In length that had thirteen large
peaches on it. The largest peach meas-

lake perch.

A CO.,

emblem, of sorrow that were d«

“ ^

XL

PAUBL8, VAN PUTTEN

to the

to be considered a leader

worthy of foUowing. From the siege and surren-

Ui

J., Livery and Boarding
The editor went fishing with a friend
Btabio. Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s this week and caught (?) a large string o:
hotel.

Xittufsctoriu,
MUli, Shops, Ito.

added

mourning look, and

that be began to attract uni-

^

season.

Some

tlcularlytaking on a

efforts

.

and

laute, Ind., where he has been attendinj;

Ninth street, near Market.

is

most generally displayed on all buildings.
an unconditional inrrender, all bis career
Mb. A. W. Cole, of New Albany, Ind.,
Tho processionwaa formed at Lyceum j in ^e West was indicativeof rare foresight,large
a postal clerk on the LouiBYille and New
Hall under charge Of Lieut. John Kramer, resonrceafor andden emergencies,fortitude in
Albany R. R., waa in this city last MonHuffs Martial Band was at the head
coolneea In action and a perseverance that
day and gave the News office a brief call.
was followed by the blue coated veterans, of thfl
^ ^ bMQ Rgttaered|gnd whero
Mr. Cole is ;an old typo and regards the
members of A. C. Van R&alte Post, G. A. j interest waa most centeredour leaden had met
printing office as his home.
R., and their comrades not members of with disasterand disappointmentoft-repeatedunthe Post. Then followed the President Of
confident had grown skeptical as to
J. Van Landegend was this week ex,D.y,
8Peiken1C5h»pl«ln,«.|Iijori,
hibiting a branch from a peach tree of the

fT AVERKATB. G.

iv

i„

neral air, more of Sunday than of a hoi-

T>H(ENIX HOTEL. Jas. Rvder, proprietor. school.
JT Locatednear the C. A W. M. R’y depot, has
good facilities for the traveling public,and ita
The citizens of Grand Haven expect to
table is nnsorpaised. Free hack for accommotravel
around town in street cars next
dation of gneata.

XTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale

y suspended unttUre o'clock snd

day prevaded the city, Eighth street par-

first-class

LSviry aad Sals Btatln.

t

Ward at the next election and
have the name changed to the Nye-ni
Ward.

Muskegon, is visitingMIss Kiltie Doesburg.

fMTY HOTEL, Williams Bros., Proprietors.

he

going to

that

carry the

park the past week.

W. H. Stahl, rue

Mrs.

BoUll,

three thousand peo-

pound son. Fred says

f&ti

4%

|«patt4

cealed himself fa a reaerroir.with burning
blankets. Both men will die of their injuries. • .Joe Howard (white)and Tom Gee
and Tom McNeill (colored) were hanged at
Fayetteville,N. 0., on the same gallows in
the presence of 8,000 people ____ Bichard
Johnson (colored) was tanged at Vidalia,
La.,
for the
of J
----— murder
--John Simmons
(colored)November 16. 1884. On the scaffold the prisoner confessedhis guilt and
.

$’

HOLLAND CITY. MIOHIOAN.

--

THE NEWS CONDENSED.

said he was ready to die.

THE EAST.

WAftUINGTOX.

upon

the prog,

ress of reform under the new administration. and urged the necessity of contin-

The mail1 steamer from
from New Zealand
which arrived at San Francisco last week,'
It SmeptjAaroN Southeast Philadelhad on board Maxwell, wanted at St Lonis
phU and CSroasu to Camfot the trunk murder. As
As Maxwell
Maxwell dedef01
ecended the ships side and took a seat
den, N. J.
Wm
of the steam launch,
launch. snrmnndAd
the cabin of'
snrrounded
he has been advised to abandon Washington by St Lonis and Son Franciscoofficers,
and politics for a while and go to the sea- says a San Francisco dispatch, be looked Five Persons Killed and Half a Hunlike a smaller man than the one who
shore.
dred Injured, Many of Them
was described to the San FrancisFrom the inaugurationof President co
police. His 'face bad little colFatally.
ued vigilance by friends of the cause....
Between March 4 and July 25, 4, 046 fourthclass postmasterswere appointed, in .yt
great majorityof oases to
to fill vacancies
vacancies
caused by resignation or death.... Col
I. so __
Wm. B. Morrison’s health is
poof that

P

Washington

telegram: Beferrihg to the

about one hundred wounded by
regrets that have been expressed in some
the tornado at Philadelphia and Camden,
quarters that Gen. Grant is not to be buried
and the total loss is estimated at $500,000.
in his uniform, with (me of his swords by
An explosion of gasoline occurred in a
his side, and to the supposition that none
provision store at Germantown, Pa., and of his uniformsor swords are availablefor
three men, named Bief, Bieber, and Gan- that purpose, because they were nil turned
sc
cert received burns from which they died, over to the Govemmeut
_______ some
months ago
while the case of a fourth victim, Kratz, with his other military relics, Adjutant
aged 74, is hopeless.
General Drum said to an Associated Press
A ten-mile race in the East Biver, at reporter that any or all of them are at the
disposal of Mrs. Grant, while they remain
New York, was in progress last Sunday, in the War Departmentawaiting the action
between Dennis F. Butler and Gus Sund- of Congress.
strum, the professionalswimmers,when the
A committee representingWestern livenolice interfered. Thev were booked on a
stock interests, waited upon President
charge of Sabbath desecration..... The
Webster Block, Manchester, N. H., was Cleveland and requested him to extend the
burned down, and seven persons were time granted for the removal of cattle from
the leased lands in the Cheyenne and
burned to death.
Arapahoe reservations,but the President
firmly declinedto modify his order in any
hilled and

THE WEST.

way.

‘j1®

m

___

Cleveland to the 25th of July, says

• Seven persons are. known to have been

'•

congratulated the confftry

a

Wash-

ington dispatch, there were appointed

4,

or in it. There were dark

046

fourth-class postmasters. Omitting appointments in Territories, the appointments
in the States were as follows:

State.

No.j

htate.

No.

Indiana .............. 3^7 New York. ........... 310
321 Ohio. ................
310
Missouri ............. 240 Illinois .............. 217
Pennsylvania........209 North Carolina ...... 100
Arkansas ............ 152 Kentucky .......... 134
Iowa ................. 117 Gsorsia .............. loo
Tennessee........... 105 Michigan ............ 06
Wisconsin........... 96 West Virginia ....... 95
Vermont .............88 Alabama. ......... ... 84
Texas ................ 88 Mississippi..........78
Kancas ............70 8outh Carolina ...... 68
Maryland. ........... 62 Louisiana ........... 49
New Jersey .......... 46 New Hampshire ..... 43
Maine ...............38 Minnesota ...........37
Nebraska ............32 California ...... .... 30
Massachusetts...... 27 Florida .............. 21
Oregon ..............16 Colorado ............16
Connecticut../. ..... 13 Delaware ............10
Nevada ...............3 Rhode Island ........ 2
Virginia...* ..........

1

..

The great majority of these appointments
have oeeu made to fill vacancies caused by
death or resignation.It seems almost in-

rings
under his eyes. His appearanceindicated
neglect, but his manner was nnembarrassed. He said that he was a Frenchman,
a native of Paris, aged 34, and that his
name was D.inguier.When reminded that
he hid been known nnder other names, he
said that m itlered nothing, for other men
have been known to have more than one
name. He said, also, that he had known
C. A. Preller, but beyond this he would
not say anything which might in
the remotest degree beaf upon the
crime for which he was extradited,and
for which ho is to be tried in St, Louis.
.
Chicago elevatorscontain 14,775,924bushels of wheat, 774,576 bushels of corn,
272,611 bushels of oats, 20,111 bushels of
rye, and 489 bushels of barley; total, 15,843,711 bushels of all kinds of grain,
against 3,481,438 bushels a year ago....
During a tire in an oatmeal mill at Leavenworth, Kan., several persons were injured
by a falling wall. The loss is $75,000,
.
Bank Bros., millers at Canton, Ohio, have
made an assignment. Loss, $50,000.
.

,

.

appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury Canada during Jnly at $9,000,000, an in-

;

to investigate the condition of the coast crease of one-third over the average for the
survey has submitted its report, which past ten years. For seven months of the
shows the existence of many scandalous present year the loss has been $60,000,000.
abuses in that bureau, for which Prof. ....John Lohman, a passenger on the
Hilg>ird, the recent Superintendentis held steamer Werra from Bremen to New York,
largely responsible. The committeedepre- was detected while the vessel was at sea
cates the reinstatement of any of the sus- plunderingthe purser’s safe, having first
pended officials in their former positions.” chloroformedthat official He was brought
to America a prisoner, and will be sent
Prof. J. E. Hilgard, the suspended back to Germany. . .The visible supply of
Superintendant of the Coast Surveys, ten- wheat is estimated by the New Yorlk Prodered his resignation,which was promptly duce Exchange at 38,407,948 bushels, and
" 758,
bushels.
accepted. The resignation of Col. A. G. of corn at’ 5,758,304

about $50,000 and assets of $25,000.

Cabpie Bearhead, a young Creek outlaw, was executed at Eufaula, L T.’, in Indian fashion, being shot to death while

<•

seated on his coffin by the Creek Light
Horse Guard. Carpie was 18 years
old. He had murdered an entire family,
and recently killed a preacher. He was
betrayedby his friends for a reward ____
The Lake Superior and SouthwesternBailway Company, which will build and operate a line from West Superior to Menominee via St Croix Falls, has been incorporated in Wisconsin, with a capital stock
of $4, 000, 000,,,. The new bridge across
the Ohio was formally opened last week at
Henderson,Ky. All the Louisville and
Nashville Railroad officials were present
....Iowa’s new census, just completed,
•hows a total population of 2,200,000,

.

......

!

against 1,624,615in 1880.

Garland Mann,

The schooner James A. Garfield, which
Sharpe, Chief Postoffic Inspector,which
entirely voluntary,has also arrived at San Francisco, twenty-six days
been tendered and accepted ____ Sec- from the arctic regions, reports that the

was

retary Whitney decided John barque Napoleon, of New Bedford, was
Boach’s contracts for building steel

crushed in the ice and twenty-two lives lost,
cruisersfor the Government forfeited. He
including W. Bogers, first officer,and Thos.
intimates that the Government will at once

Pease, third officer. .... The peace negogo on with the work.. Commissioner tiations between Iglesias and Caceres have
Miller estimatesthat the total receipts
failed,and the civil war in Peru promises
from all soorces of internal levenue to continue indefinitely.
for the fiscal year will be about $115,It is said to be a fact which can bo proven
000,000.
by the War Department records that some

FOI4TICAI*

awaiting his fourth

Illinois regiments were largely re-

cruited from Confederate prisonersconfined

The

the murder of Dr. Chenoweth, a

of the

following Federal appointment
during the year 1862 at Camp Douglas.
prominent citizen of McDonald County, were made by the President during the Over 1,300 prisoners,it is stated, were thus
Missouri, was taken from the jail at Ne- week:
enrolled in the Federal service, and it is beosha by a mob who intended to lynch him,
P. Leonce Bonny to bo Appraiser of Mer- lieved that some of them are now Governbut Mann fought so desperately with his chandise in the district of New Orleans, La.; ment pensioners
.Gross railway earnings
Alexander M. Wallace to be Barveyor of Caa- for July, as compared with the cor.....
thaf**
pocket-knife
that his captors shot him to
toms for the port of Atlanta, Ga ; Alfred Braddeath.
. .William Kearney, an insane man,
ley to be Superintendentof Public Buildings responding month of last year, are
who lives near Humboldt,Neb., was ar- in New Orleans, vice Mr. Glenn, removed; reported as follows: Canadian Pacific
rested at Kansas City while on his way to William C. Jones to be United States Maisha! $890,000, increase $318,000; Chicago, St
Washington to kill PresidentCleveland. for the District of Kansas; Horace R. Chase, of Paul, Minneapolis and Omaha, $408,900,
Peoria, III, has been appointed Superintendent
He had a revolver,and was well supplied of the Industrial School for Indians at Genoa, increase $17,090; Denver and Rio Grande,
with money.
Neb.: Frank F. Claussonto be Assayer,Leon- $548,295, increase, $147,895. The gross
Magruder to be Melter and Refiner, and earnings of the latter company for the
At an open-air dance near Springfield, ard
Allen Thomas to be Coiner of the Mint of the
seven months ended Ang. 1 were $3,265,Mo., a bloody fight occurred between Cook United States at New Orleans.
To be Collector of Customs— Isaac B. Poacher, 857, an increase of $348,897 ____ The GovAshbridge and William and Joseph Hoover for the District of Oswego. N. Y.; Joseph Ma- ernors of five of the Northern States of
on one side, and Baxter Dulin, Lemuel foffln, for the Districtof Paso del Norte, Texas; Mexico are reported to have held a secret
F. Gaiety,for the District of Corpus
Thomas, and Isaac Messick on the other, Charles
Christl,Texas; Baker P. Lee, for the District of council, and discussedsecession,owing to
during which knives were the weapons Yorktown, Va.; Adelaide Guernon. for the Dis- their dissatisfactionwith the financial polused, and the three last named were mor- trict of Minnesota; John Cadwallader,for the icy of the General Government.,,.At
tally wounded.
Dumont and Dumas, who Districtof Philadelphia.
Montreal,last Sunday, 15,000 FrenchTo bo Receivers of Public Moneys-A L.
were leaders ip the Northwest rebellion, King, at Harrison,Ark.; M. D. McHenry, at Canadians passed resolutions requesting
are reported to be in Montana, where Des Moines, Iowa; Wanen McLauren, at Jack- the Government to commute Riel’s sentence
they _ nave been warmly received by •on. Miss. ; William Bayard, at Pueblo. CoL
to imprisonment,... During the week 211
To be Government Directors of the Union Pathe French Canadians. They insist that
bnsiness failures were reported in the
cific Railroad—Frederick R. Condert, of New
Biel is insane
The Montezuma Hotel, York City, vice Hon. Francis Kernan, declined; United States and Canada, as against 266
at Los Vegas, N. M., was destroyed by fire. Marcus a. Hanna, of Cleveland,Ohio, vice during the corresponding week of 1884.
trial for

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Nearly all the personal effects of the guests
were saved. Tne loss is placed at $300,000,
with an insuranceof $250, 000.... Fire at
Walla Walla. W. T., destroyed the Delmonico Hotel, Petaluma House, and several
other dwellings.Loss, $30,000.

THE SOUTH.

Learner B; Harrison, declined.
To be Akents for the Indians— E. C. Osborn, of
Tennessee,of the Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe
Agency,in Indian Territory; FrederickKooner,
of Indiana, of the Osage Agency, Indian Territory; J owe Lee Hail, of Texas, of the Kiowa,
Comanche, and WichitaAgency, in Indian Ter-

Agency. In Washington Territory.
To Be Registers of Land Offloes-FrankDale,
of Kansas,at Wichita, Kan.; Clatc M. Ralstln,
of Kansas, at Independence,Kan.; James D.
Stewart, at Jackson,Miss.
To Be Collectors of InternalRevenue— An-*
drew Welch for the Second District of Illinois.
Maurice Kelley for the Fourth District of 1111npis, Joseph M. Marrow for the Sixth District
of Wisconsin.
Consuls -Alexander Shipley, of New York, to
Fon8al Auckland; J. L.
McCasklU.of Mississippi,at DubUn; Joseph Falkcnbach. of Ohio, at Barmen; James Wbeelan.
of New York, at Fort Erie, Canada: Jasper
Smith, of the District of Columbia, at Newcastle, England.
_ Postmastcrs-A. E. Buddeck, at Montrose,
h*rt0Q- Yates Center, Kan.;
Albert O. Bristol,at Pasodena,Cal. ; William J.
v“* Skiver, at Beverly. N. J. ; George A Paxton,
at Valentine. Neb.; Max J. Alwens,at Belleville,
K,anv, Mrs. M. p. Pender, Yarborough, N. C.
vice W. P. Williamson, suspended; Docteur L.
Lagrange, Port Richmond, N. Y„ vioeT. J. But
vffie

The

annual reunion of Texan

ex-

Con-

federate soldiers was held at Fort Worth.

The Hon. John H. Beagan delivered the
principalspeech. . .Thomas W. Carpenter,
Becretary of the Virginia Base-Ball Assodation, and book-keepe»for J. L. Schoolcraft, a broker, stole $38,000 from the
vault of the State Bank, and is now supposed to be in Canada.
.

A mob who surrounded the Maid
dpice^pf
an unpopular citizen of Eureka Bp
Ark., named Young, was fired upon from
within by Young’s son, and retiredwith
three men wounded, two of whom will die.
. .In an affray among negroes at Prestonburg, Ky., one man was killed, one fatally
wounded, and two others injured.

u

FOREIGN.
In the English House of Lords, tha
Marquis of Salisbury said the present
Governmenthad done nothing to disturb
the agreementmade by Earl Granville with
Bussia as to Zulficar Pass, but considered
itself bound by Lord Dufferin’s pledge
that the Ameer should have the pass.
The issue of the pending negotiationscould
not be foretold,out in any event the Government would continue the policy which
is necessary for the security of India ____
From Rome comes
the -----intelligen
---------------gence that the
King of Abyssinia will send a large army
to relieve the beleagueredgarrison at Kassala.
. .The British are strengthening their
army in India by re-enforcing tho infantry
and cavalry of the native troops.
.

The

panic in Spain caused by the rapid

spread of the cholera is increasing.Many
villages have

been deserted by the inhabit-

—

Following is the last batch of appointmentsmade by the President just before his departure from Washington:
W illiam H. Taylor, of Bloomfield, Iowa, to be
Snecial Indian Agent at $2,oeo a year, vicj 1 aria

H. rolaom, removed.
Joseph. Colburn, of Denver, Colo., to be a
timber agent o. the i and Office.
Adolf Erdm iu, of Missouri,and James Dujran. of Mississippi, to be Special Examiners of
the Reunion Office.
To be Secretary of the Territory of New Mexico-George W. Lan *, of Buffalo, N. Y.
To be Indian Agents — Joseph Emery, of Oregon, at the Klamath Agency,Oregon ; CharlesH.
l etter,
at the
Omaha and
a
*. of Nebraska, »
mo uiuBua
Winnebago Agency,tn Nebrwka; William H Spalding,
ot Nebraska,at the Satnee Agency, in Nebraska;
Itobert L. Owen, of Indian Territory, at the
Unicn Agency, in Indian Territory.
To be Collectorsuv
of juiciuai
Internaliicveuue
Revenue—
— John
juui
Dowlln,for the Twenty-second Districtof Penn
sylvania, and Frank Schlandecker,for the Nineteenth District of Pennsylvania.
To be Receivers of Customs— John T. Gathright, for the port of Louisville, Ky.. and Leon
f rosdale for the port of Nashville, Tenn.
To Bo PosUnasters—J. E. Jones, Portage, Wla,
vice V. E. Brewer, declined;Willis B. Isbell,
Westville. Conn. ; Jacob D. Allen, Butler,Mo. ;

—
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river,

wrecking the river steamer Major

Beybold and the ferryboat Peerless. Thfr
storm blew Pilot Emery Townsend and
Capt Eugene Beybold, of the steamer
Beybold, into the river, drowning thoformer and painfully injuring the Captain.
The Peerless was swept clean, almost to*
the water’s edge. When the Major
Beybold left her dock for Salem,
N. J., she had
board about

on

fifty passengers, although, as no tickets

been

had

sold, it is impossible to ascertain

tho

exact number. There were also about fourteen officers and deck-hands.Of this number of people upon the wrecked boat it
does not appear that any lives were lost except that of the pilot B. L Warner, one
of the passengers, describes the scene. He
was standing on the upper deck and saw

the black storm approaching,but as
moved rather slowly he supposed it was

it

a

rainstorm.

When

it struck the boat he discovered
immense force came from its rotary
motion. He and severalothers were thrown
through a hole to the lower deck, and all
that its

the upper works were swept away like chaff.
The confusion among the passengers was
indescribable,and severalof them jumped
into the river; but Mr. Warner believes that
all of them were rescued. "While the cyclone was upon the vessel, everything was
black as the blackest night Sofas were
broken to splinters, and carpets tom to
shreds in the cabin, as if they had been
paper. The cyclone, he thinks lasted about
a minute, and, after it passed the vessel
rolled and pitched frightfullyin the great
waves, and came near swamping. The
storm then passed over to the Jersey side,
striking John Dialogue’sship-yards,
below Kaighn’s Point, and destroying the buildings of the establishment. It then took a course along the
New Jersey Biver, demolishing all the
buildings in its path up to Bridge avenue,
Camden. At this point the cyclone took
an easterlycourse to Fifth street, Camden,
embracingin its path all that sectionof the
city between Second and Fifth streets to
the Delaware Biver, which washes the
southern section of the city. Passing over
the river, skirting Petty’sIsland, the storm
passed over to that part of the Twenty,
fifth Ward of Philadelphia known as Bichmond. In its ravages in Camden scores of
dwelling-houseswere unroofed and some
of them thrown down, and the damage to
the business property along the river front
is enormous. Hundreds of families were
rendered homeless, and one victim, Charles
Daizey, was killed outright at the American

upon

owing

NEW YORK.

the killed and injurea, as far as can be as-

Beeves ...................
15.00 @6.60
certained:Dead— Emery Townsend, of
Hooa .............................4,50 @ 5.25
Salem, N. J., pilot of the steamboat Major
Wheat— No. l White .............98 @ .99
No. 2 Red. ............... 99 & .99H Beybold; Charles Daizey, aged 49, a ship_____ i-— l_:i 1 - 3
Ly Jl—
xl
*Coen — No. 2 ....................... 53 ^ .55
killed instantlyby- flying timbers
Oats— White .....................
@ .45 carpenter,
----- of the American
Americ — Dredging
____ 0__r
PoHK-New Mess. ................11.50 @12.25 at the wharf
Company, Camden; Lizzie McVey, agec
aged
Lard ...............................06H@ .07
CHICAGO.
10, crushed to death between timbers at
Beeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 5.50 @6.00
her home, No. 1721 Melvale street, PhilaGood Shipping ......... 5.00 & 5.50
delphia.
Common. ......... ..... 3.75 @4.50
Hoos .............................4,50 @ 5.00
Injured (on steamboatMajor Beybold)—
FLOUB-Fancy Red Winter Ex. . 5.00 @ 5.25
Morris
Doyle, engineer,slightly; Capl
Prime to Choice Spring. 4.00 @ 4.25
Beybold,severely cut; Welch, a deckhand,
Wheat-No. 2 Spring .............87 & .88
Corn— No. 2. ...................... 46 & .46)4 --severely
---- w cut;
--W.- Gesner,
— — -a passenger.
ww
Oats— No. 2...., .................. 33 @ .34
temple artery severed, injuries serious.
Rye— No. 2 ........................ 58 & .59
Injured at Camdeu— Harry Stevens, aged
Barley-No. 3 .................... 48
.50
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 17 @ .18
21, probably fatally injured, bis right leg
Fine Dairy...... ........ is @ .15
severed below the knee by flying timbers;
Cheese— Full Cream, nbw. ....... 08)4 @ .09
Stewart Johnson (colored),of the dredging
Llcht Bkimmed ......
.03 @ .04
tug Pacific, seriouslyinjured about the face
Potatoes — New, per.brl ......... too @1.25
and body; John Welcher, injured seriPork— Mesa ......................10.00 @10.50
ously about the head; Benjamin Smith,
Labd ..............
@«*75
right arm broken and injured in•
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ternally;Alonzo Maxwell, aged 16, injured
by falling walls; Charles Thompson, manager of the ( amdenTool Works, injured
in the face and neck by foiling walls; Jacob Miller, leg broken; Freedom Peak,
head cut; Elmer Locke, bruised about the
body: Mrs. JosephineMcKinley, ent about
the face and body; John Brown, injured;
John Silk, head badly cut
In Philadelphia— Annie McVey, aged 50
(mother of the dead child Lizzie MoVey),
badly cut about the body; Annie MoVey,
15, out about the face and limbs; Francis
Golden, aged 24, badly injured by falling
timber; Michael Kent aged 65, back broken; William A. Harb, of Short & Harb, hosiery manufacturers, struck by foiling
brick, causing depression of the brain; it is
thought be will die.
The followingemployes at Short <fc Barb’s
mill were also injured: Annie Baits, aged

*

action
„ >
i
receppatients.
.

and

facturingCompany and injuring several,
employes. It then took a course across the-

to estimate the amount of damage
done. The
________
following are the names
r _ _____
of

the maekets.

making
Af- 2

48*

wich Point, demolishing a portion of the*
works of the Pennsylvania Salt Manu-

Lb

^
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Dela-

near Green-

roughs. La Crosse,Wis., vice B. T. Bryant,
A number of people were seriouslyand
suspended;E. D. Fenn, Nevada, Iowa, vice
Theodore J. Boss, suspended; Jerome W. Pierce, some fatally injured. A girl of ten years,
fipringiield.Vt.,
vV.g vice
VICO U.
L. U.
B. mini,
Hurd, nUnpGnUrd,
suspended; Lizzie McVey, was killed at her home,
Charles T. Marsh, Oregon, III. vice B. F. Sheets,
No. 1721 Melvale street, in sight of her
suspended;
; Joseph n.
H. auuu,
Allen, imruum,
Durham, N.
is. Li.,
C.,
vice D. C. Mangum, suspended;George W. mother, who was herself pinned to tho
Morse. Waterbury, Vt., vice J. W. Moody, re- floor bv fallen rafters a few feet from her
signed; Francis G. Horton, Ellendale, Dakota; dying child.
vice A G. Tyner, office becoming Presidential
April 1, 1885; C irnclius Carr, Woonsocket.DaThe cyclone is described by those who
kota. vice A H. Tyner, office becoming vacant witnessed its progress up the river as an
April l. 1885; J. A Mantry, Mound City, Kan.,
immense black, cone-shaped cloud, with
vice 8. L. Evcsat,office becoming Presidential
apex resting
the water
July 1, 1885; Frank W. Frye, Parsons, Kan., vice
8. A. Fie cher, resigned; J. M. Gilliland, and its base mingling with the rainNashua, Iowa, vice J. F. Grawe, suspended.
in dense masses
clouds which hung in
from the sky. It is impossibleas yet

w m

—

city

_

_
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ware Biver, struck this

Chauncey M. Freeman, Broadfleld, Mo. ; R. P.
Hitchcock, Tomah, Wis.; Wm. 8. Evans, La
Grange, Ga, vice John C. Beall, auspended; Lee
Beal, Rich HUL Mo., vice G. P. Huckeby, sus- Dredging Company’s wharf. Another,
pended; Frederick A Verborg, North Vernon, Harry Stevens, had his leg cut off by a
lud., vice W. 8. Erather, suspended; Richard
Holmes, Natchez. JULs., vice Wm. McCary, sus- flying piece of timber, and will probpended; _______
ably die. The path of the storm
Michael _____
Boland, __
De ____
Kalb, ___
Ind.,,.vice
Geo. W. Gordon, suspended; Wm. M. Gay, Wil- through Bichmond was marked with
son, N. C„ vice Mrs. Virginia Sharp, snspended.
Geo. Wise, at Hamburg,Iowa, vice C. C. Cool- death and destruction.Its track was albaugh, suspended:Edward B. MUler, Pierre, most doe north from the Port Richmond1
Dakota, vice 8. M. Laird, suspended; Henry coal- wharves. About 150 dwelling-houses
C. Hunt, Reedsburg, Wis., vice John Kellogg, were wrecked,or so badly damaged as to
suspended;WashingtonJ. Barrett,Kinston,
N. C., vice W. A. Coleman, suspended;John be rendered unfit for habitation,and 200
W. Marshall,McLeansborougn, 111., vice families were driven from their homes to
C. M. Lyon, suspended; Chas. H. Bur- be cared for by their neighbors.

ants, the sick being abandoned and the
dead left unburied. The importation of
rags from Spain into England has been
The cotton crop ip the South ns a whole City8U5ida<1®d: J.?U5.tte->1-Jo°e«. Cambridge prohibited. . .Emperor Francis Joseph and
xr '. -rr-’ y1®®, ?*. C. Mosbaugh,suspended:
TOLEDO.
is the best that has been known for years.
Frederick
Hchlffiey, Orangeburgh
--vriauiicuu___ Court
____ his Empress anived at Gastein last week, Whkat^-No. 2 Red ............... 95 @ .95
House, S. C., vice A. Webster,suspended; Henry and were warmly received by Empc
@ .4*
)eror Corn— N a 2 .......................
The yield will largely exceed any previous C. AahmeadjCbester,Pa., vice John A. Wallace,
/«) 33
William. Tho town was brilliantly illu- Oats— No. 2 .................
crop; and while in some localitiesthe
MILWAUKEE.
minated in honor of the imperial visitors .....
WHEA^-No.2 ..................... 86 @ .87
caterpillar has appeared, as a general thing
The detectiveshave ascertained that Rob- Corn— No. 2 ...................
,45 @ ,47
Hurley, suspended; George M. Ufford, Wa ert Farquharson,the defaultingmanager of gATB-.N0. . ....................... 82 @ .82)4
Keeney, Kan., vice J. M. Millard, resigned; the Munster Bank, sailed for Spain on the j*YE—N(X A
......
,58 @ ,60
$ .50
wv*. » iu.ujci, uuu u son wiuiam were Bamuel J. Hess, Fredonla,Kan., vice Miles T. night of his flight from Dublin.,.. The Barley-No. 2 ....................
Cantwell suspended; Robert R. McBride, ThibPork— Mesa ...... ................Wieo @10.50
partners in a thrashing machine, and quarodeaux, La., vice Gus Boudreau, suspended; Governmentof New South Wales refuses
8T. LOUia
reled over the divisionof tolls. Both arm- Thomas J. Watt, Columbus,Ga., vice T. C.
to join the Australian Federal Council be- WtaAT^No.*8* ................ 97 @ .98
ed themselves, and at the second shot the Sturgis,suspended;Wiii'ism T. HaiL Beloi£ cause it disapproves the form in which the
fother was killed. A younger son com- Wls., viceCbilmera Ingersoli, suspended; W.
OATS-Mixed ...................... 25)4@ !26
federation
ration bill passed the House of
of ComCom Ryi
...............................
(<a 54
ing to his father’s assistance, he, too, was &char£Wsusi£nded^W ^te^k^D
mons.
HAY-New
Timothy .............. 1100 @12*10
dangerously shot. William escaped with a tigo, Wis., vice Henry Smith, suspended; FayPork— Mess ..... uikuahhaai. 10.25 @10.75
The work f ©fortifyingHerat is
slight wou d
Gov. Ireland, of Texas, ette Johnston.Ludlnton, Mioh., vice H. F. AlCINCINNATI
exander.not commissioned.
rapid progress. A large force is being pre- Wheat— No. 2 Red, New. ......... 96 @ .os
has addressed a communication to the AtThe Civil- Service Commissionsubmittorney General of the State, directing that
pared by the Ameer for the protection of OA^MHed.V.\V.V.V.V'.*,i!.'.V.’.’
.'33 @ ‘4®
the law be enforced which prevents the con- ted a report of its investigation of the
the town. The rumored massing of
................... w ® *r J
solidationof competing lines.... Sylvester charges against Postmaster Jones, of Inghan forces near Penjdeh, and the dispatch
688 ...... DETROit,'’’’.10,50
and Henry Polk, brothers,who two years
dianapolis, to the President. The com- thitherof Rusaian re-enforcements
............ M0 @ 6.01
ago robbed and mardered a peddler in
mission aenuits the accused officialof confirmed Russiaa newspapers are
.......... •• *w ®
Howard County, Arkansas, and were sub- violationsor the civil-service act or rules,
trustful of Lord Salisbuiyjpacific decla- Oato—
si la ’}J
rations, because of the acllve military Pons— New Mesa. .'.
. ! 11.00 @1L60
preparations which England is making It
_ T
0 INDIANAPOLIS.
is rumored at Paris that England and
.............. ?? ®
hay, formnd an allumco for mutual
f
eAbt fclBERtft
the
Murfreesboro, where they tioilal League Civil Service Association in the event of war between the former
power and Russia. . .80 likely is it held to CAiru-Best..... ........ ...... 5.50
-d, and, being unable to j was held at New Haven, Conn. Mr. George
be that cholera will appear in London that
Commim'***
....... 4 00
L
8/lvotter.th,rOUgb1 WUUam Curtis, who was re-elected Presi- a hospital haa been prepared for the
tS
anu coverea uenry, who had con- | dent, made an address, in ^hich be tion of cholera
Bhekp ...........................4,25
.

'

Flags. Five missionaries and many Christians were massacred by the Chinese....
Judge Walsh, a famous Irish lawyer, died
in D ublin
"
While the railway station at
Huddersfield,England, was crowded, the
roof fell in, killing two persons and injuring many others.
*

terrificcyclone, sweeping up the

.

The wheat crop of Minnesota is estiThe Department of State is in receipt of credible,but it is a fact that 222 Ohio men
mated at 30,000,000 bushels, of Iowa at a cablegram from Mr. Lee, Secretary of the have resigned their postofflees, which heals
A cablegram from President Garrett, of
the record for Illinois, where 149 of the ap27,000,000bushels, and of Dakota at 22,- American Legation at Vienna, saying that
the
Baltimore and Ohio TelegraphCompointments were made to fill vacancies
000,000 bushels. Another authority places the Austrian Government has positively de- caused by resignations. The total remov- pany, embracing some interesting correthe average yield per acre in Dakota at clined to receive Mr. Keiley as United als have amounted to 998, of which 169 spondence between himself and Messrs.
twelve to thirteen bushels, and in Min- States Minister. The authoritiesof Aus- were in Virginia,132 in New York, 98 in Field and Pender, seems to effectuallyset
nesota at eleven bushels. The cot- tria gave no reason for their action, and Indiana, 74 in Ohio, 55 in Illinois, 47 in at rest the reported probability of the purton crop in South Carolina promises to be merely say they will not receive the official Wisconsin, and 11 each in Michigan and chase of the Baltimore and Ohio by the
the Uigest ^gatheredin many years ____ Mr. Keiley is now in Paris, where he has Iowa.
Western Union Telegraph Company,,,.
The Sons of Veterans at their meeting in been for some weeks. He, also, has been
The hog cholera has made its appearance
Springfield,111., elected for the ensuing informedof the decision of the Austrian
in South Essex, Ont, and is resisting all
year
the following
officers:
„
-----------D
------- Commander, authorities. Mr. Lee has been designated
attempts to stop its ravages.
Charlef S. Crysler, of Independence.Mo.; to act as Charge d’Affairesfor the present
The New Y'ork Daily Bulletin estimates
Advices from Tonquin state that the
Lieutenant Commander, B. V. Mallory, of
Washington telegram: "The committee the fire losses in the United States and French troops have dispersed the Black
Springfield, DL: Vice Lieutenant Commander, E. H. Milham, of St. Paul, Minn.
Chief of Staff, Charles L. Mooney, of
Springfield,HI; and Chief Mustering Officer, George W. Penniman. of Minneapolis,
Minn. .. .Peny Bros., jewelry jobbers of
Chicago, have failed with liabilities of

[Philadelphia telegram.]
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[Smyrna (Del) dispatch.)
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were destroyed. No lives weie lost
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A SOLEMN PROGRESS.

keen that it was with
he could be induced to

last fish was so

ijMtttti! 4^8

fttt.

difficultythat

the lost fish.

HOLLAND PITY. MICHIGAN.

_

and

He

trying to

The Remains of General Grant Trans- Tans
capture
ferred from Albany to the ;

finally retired, but at

midnight arose. "There

is

sion

meeting.

disturbed his rigged up his tackle, and began trolling in the dark. A half hour after-

Senator Miller, of California, who ward he returned home with a twentywas one of the chief promoters of the pound pickerel. There was no way to
tell whether the twenty-pounderwas
Alaska CommercialCompany, has gone,
the one the general lost or not, but he
with his wife and daughter, upon a tour
•of

inspectionof Puget Sound and Alas-

firmly believed that it was, and went to

ka, in order to inform himself upon the

needs

of

bed

and

the Territory.

Ex-President Hayes has written a
letter to the mother of R. E. Odium,
who recently was killed in jumping
from the Brookyln bridge, expressing
the regrets of himself, Mrs. Hayes, and
the children.Odium taught the Hayes
-children, and the ex-President says he
was a most excellent teacher, to

__

slept like a top all the rest of

the night.

_

The advocates of cremation, says the
New York Sun, have often argued that
the graves of the dead are forgotten
after a generation or two have passed
away, and that a few centuries suffice
to blot out of memory the exact resting place of the greatest of the world’s

whom

the children were warmly attached.

The young PrincessLouise of Wales,
who made her debut recently,is described as painfully shy — not pretty,
but with a gentle and pleasing expreseibn. She was dressed very plainly in
pale blue satin and tulle, looped with
clusters of cherry blossoms, and wore no
jewels save a couple of diamond aigrettes in her hair. Her elder brother,
the prospective King of England, is
Tery awkward and shy.

heroes. They may now add to

their

stock of illustrations the fact that Dr.

to

The

'

City Hall

One hundred and seventy-live thousand peoday, the 6th Inst, as they lay In state at the

sion takes place the pillars will

molished, the roofs of the

the

'

society,surged through the bnildlng. Two
lines of policemen,says an eye-witness describingthe scenes, were placed across the
plaza from the City Hall entrance to the fountain. These two lines formed a passageway
through which fonr men might walk abreast^
and along which all dav the visitors to the remains should pass. Meanwhilethe officers of
the 'l wenty-second Regiment! who had been on
duty through the early morning, were filing ont
home, and

be

de-

shattered, and the entire rock will sink
-to the

bottom of the river a huge mass

of debris, which will

afterwardbe

re-

moved piecemeal by dredges.

Greenbush the impressiveeffect was thrilling.6
At every town and stationalong the rout .
from Albany to the metropolisthe people range"
Deputy Collector Rockwell, a themselves along the track, and with bared
heads testltlsd their respect to the memory of
brother-in-law of President Garfield, the 111 us Irons dead, as the funeral train swept
by. A few minutes before 6 o'clock p. m. the
recently delivered a lecture in New train arrived at the Grand CentralDepot As
soon
as it halted all the passengersalighted
York upon the career of his illustrious
and formed a long line on the raised footway
kinsman, in the course of which he ex- beside the train. Facing it ahead, drawn up in
the line, were the regular army soldiers— Compressed the deliberate opinion that Gar- pany E of the Twelfth Infantry,under Maj.
field’s death did not result from* Gui- Brown, and Company A of the Fifth Artillery,

teau’s bullet, which had become encysted,

ment
many

but from the errors in

treat-

of the attending physicians. The
regretable things surrounding this

of more continuoustoil for the laboring of Dr. Bliss, of unenviable reputation.
classes. But actual events reveal the The connection of this Washington

—Michael Coughlin, of Grand Rapids,
claimB to be the lightful heir to a $50,000,-

—Tho little nine-year-old son of R. A.
Arnold, of Saginaw City, waa drowned
while bathing in tho river there.

-At the State Public School at Cold
Water there are 209 little ones, and all are
between the ages of 3 and 12 years.
—Alexander Green and Ashley Williams,
of Jonesville,while walking along a railrood track, were run down and killed.

physician

with the case was

never

pleasing to Mrs. Garfield. We are
stating nothing of a private nature
when we say that this good lady not
only did not sanction, but from first to
last disapproved of the professional re-

under Capt W.

B

Beck.

The

thirteen

men of Grant Post G. A. R.,
of Brooklyn, who have acted as
*

the guard over the coffinsince tbe Sunday after
the General’s death, were the last to leave the
train. They went to the oar that containedtbe
coffin, lifted it out, and put It on a new and
handsome baggage-truckthat had been brought
to the side of tbe oar for the purpose.
The soldierspresented arms as tbe coffin
came in sight, the civiliansremoved their hats,
the truck bearing the coffin was rolled to the
front of the depot, and transferredto tbe
funeral car, while a band played a solemn dirge.
The fnneral cortege marched In the following order:
Battalion of Mounted Police.
Maj. Gen. Hancock and staff.
Light BatteryF, Monnted, from Fort Hamilton,
Capt W. F. Randolph Commanding.
Company A of the 6th United States Artillery.
The Fort Hamilton Military Band.
A Battalion, Comprising Fonr Companies of the
6th United States Artillery,on Foot
Two companies of marines and bine jackets,

woman. The

police had not yet begun thl
annoying practice of bumping personsforward

upon the

and neoks of

In

eral reputationof Dr. Bliss in the Dis-

'J

At 9:15 the centril iron door was swung open
of forty clerks doing could not dissent from his chosen treatto the public. The five thousand people who
work in the State census are women, ment without rendering themselves lia- had been massed ontrideofthe police lines on
selected because "more satisfactory." ble to dismissal We have it from the tbe plaza were ranged In double tile at the edge
of the plaza oppositethe gate, and marshaled
This showing of progress is very grati- son of one of these gentlemen that his across the plaza straightnp the steps. They
fying, but the question is, what has it father disapproved of Garfield’s treatout.

Not The Old Sobg.
“What song will I sing for yon
i

of the events to

..

.

to-

him.

"Sing that old
Gen* Parsons, aged 77, while troll- Scotoh song, ‘I canna leave the anld
ing for pickerel in Chautauqua Lake folks yet, we’d better bide a wee.’”
“Oh, George, that is a very ugly song.
the other day, says The Utica Herald,
It suggests procrastination.Let me
caught one four feet long and weighing sing that beautiful song, ‘Just now."’—
thirty pounds.
subsequently

He

night ?” she asked

Exchange. • *

;

hooked another,very largo one, which
The craving for a delicate fruit is
he lost. Then he went home. The pleasanterthan the frhit itself.—Herdisappointment he felt over losing the der.

of the dead hero, and then hurried on. In
the first five minutes 490 had passed,and a
count made during the first honr showed that
6,880 had passed the coffin. All sorts and conditions of people were in the throng. Two
Chinese laundryraen.wearing fluttering shirts
of silk and embroideredChinese slippers,
stooped far down over tbe coffin and looked
at the face of the General until a Grand. Army

veteran canght their sleeves and hurried
them on. One of the Chinamen pressed his
handkerchiefto his eyes and went away with
bowed head. Barefooted newsboys, negroes,
and aped men passed np quickly, and women
and girls walked by in groups. Every man lifted his bat reverently as he entered the bnildlng.
It is estimated that S4.0UO persona passed

through the corridorsof the City HaUiad
viewed the remains between 9 p. m. and 1 a. m.

person $7,000 in drafts. He cashed

some paper in Detroit,but has not been

their

heard of since.

—The IG-year-old daughter of Thomas
Kennedy, hotel keeper at Mount Morrill,
was run over
was deaf and

and killed by a train. She
dumb, and was walking on

the track when the sad accident occurred.
It was 6:26 a.m., and tbe pulse of curiosity
had snnk to 66 to the mlnnte. At 6:28 the rate
— CoL Stewart Ives, of Grand Rapids,
was 62. A little bootblackwith his box on hl«
has
been safely placed in a privateasylnm
shoulder came along to see the dead General
His faoe shone and his hair had been freshly near Philadelphia.He gave his attendants
wet and smoothedont by the fountain. Many
women came, too, and they caused delay. considerabletrouble on their journey, often
They must needs examine every de- threatening to shoot the officers and hia
tail, and wonld fain pnt their noses to the
flowers. Men and boys and wan-faoed women, brother.
with Innch- baskets and dinner- palls, filed
along. At 6 :40 the running average per mlnnte
—An Essex Center (Ontario) man will
was 91, and tho total then passed was between
erect
a carriage factory at 8t. Louis, to give
two thousand seven hundred and two thousand
eight hundred persons. The channel was just employment to 150 men. He receives as a
full, with no clogging or crowding.
The honr from six to seven o olook was em- bonus two acres of land and a loan of
ployed by workingmen and women, boys and
$10,000, to be paid in annual installments
girls, in viewing the remains. They were on
their way to work; the day was young, and of $1,000 each.
their opi'ortnnlty better than at any honr of the
day. After seven o’clock tbe line changed aa to
—Casper Kratz, of Negaunee, drank
Its personnel. There were less women and girls.
fifteen
schooners of beer recently without
They had gone through and were at work.
Then the line began to lengthen.
stopping between drinks,and at another
At 8 o'clock there was another change taking
place in the complexion of the visitors. Tho time, on two wagers, ate eighteenbananas
laborers had gone and the clerks coming downin nine minutes, and twelve soda crackers,
town were stepping from elevated and surface
cars into the line that was moylng then at tho
without drinking, in five minutes.
rate of 110 and 120 per mlnnte. The police were
re-enforced at 8 o'clock. Detailsnnder ser—Gen. John A. Logan, Gov. Alger and
geants and roundsmenhad been arriving and
staff,
Maj. Gil R. Osmnn, and many other
reporting to the Inspector from 7 o'clock.At 8
o'clock there were 487 men on dnty. The chanmilitary celebritiesof fama and renown,
nel, with walls of police, was extended In Yshape around the sides of the fonntaln-olrcle. are expected to attend the Soatheastem
which, like a hopper, received the people and Michigan Soldiers and Sailors'Encampfrom which they were straightenedont In lineo
of twos and thress up to the City Hall ate
ment at Devil's Lake in September.
at t'.e casket were hastening £ho
Tho guards a
people; iso
j/wpfe;
ISO per mlnnte were being hurried
—Many Germans of Detroit, who have
through. The bands on the clock dials marked
9 o'clock.The fountain circle was no longer been intrustingtheir savings to Charles H.
the point or formation of the line. Every car
Borgman, of that city, for investment, have
and train coming down town added its quota to
those anxions to look upon the faoe of Gen. been startledby the discovery that the sigGrant. By the remains the U. 8. Grant post
had mounted another detail of thirteenmen, natures to the deeds and mortgages given
and the men of Wheeler post, of Saratoga— by him are forgeries. The magnitude of
which first monnted a guard about the
Mount MacGregorcottage after the General's the losses has not been ascertained.
death— were standing at the foot of the casket, while members of tbe military orunderground locomotivefor the

under Lieut Commander W. W, Meath

got to do with equal suffrage or equal ment.
suffrage with it, since the votes of

his

quick.

to her husband’s Two companies of sailorsnnder Lieut. Emory.
Maj. Gen. Alexander Shaler and staff.
case, Mrs. Garfieldknew that the gen- Second
Battery, First Division, National Guard.
lations of Dr. Bliss

heels

predecessors.
the first
minute only eighty-fourpersons passed tha
casket This rats of passage would never answer when the dense crowd should be waiting
outside. People were hastened;they were hurried through at 101 a minute; then the pressure
was increasedto 104 a minute. The procession
was almost a look-step,and the tramp was

immediate

States.

...

m England.

000 estate

der of the Loyal Legion were

—An

like-

wise represented. Rapidly the people were
augmenting.The crowd was fast becoming a
throng; the line was being hnrriedthrough the
hall at the rate of 140 per mlnnte, and for a little while the pace waa 170 per mlnnte, which
rate, If maintained for an honr, wonld have
pa«sed 10,200.
This could not be done, however. To accomplish It the visitors mnst be hurried through
and pass the remains almost npon a trot. This
rate of speed comported Illy with the dignity of
the occasion, and more time was given. But the
accretions were too rapid to be cared for, and the
line of waiting people stretchedont finallyat
10 o'olo k aronnd the bend at the Register'!
office and down Center street.
At 11 o’clock a. m. between 30,000 and 31,000
personshad passed the casket and looked toward the remains, though many coming rapidly
in Irom tbe bright snnlght were scarcely able
to distinguish them In the somber shadows of
the black-drapedcorridor.
It is difficult to form an idea of bow entirely
cosmopolitan this processionof citizens was.
Within a block there was every shade of wealth
and poverty, of lowliness and highness,of
cu tore and ignorance,of totteringage and
curious childhood. They passed on In the
line together with - all possible qniet and
respect Throughout tbe entire day no
unseemly conduct marred tbe solemnity of
that extraordinaryoccasion. Further than to
ke>'P the line straight and to make way for wagons at crossings and for foot passengerson the
sidewalks, the police were without occupation.
All seemed to realize that this was no ordinary
concourseof citizens, and that their presence In
a continuallyre-enforcedprocession of thousands was the spectacle of a lifetime.They

law assumption, and that proper treatment
Brig Gon. Fitrgerald and staff.
Brigade N. G. S. N. Y., comprising
making the mother’s right to a child was too long delayed. It is now obvi- The Second
the 7th, 8th, 69th, and 7ist regiments.
The Mayor's Committee of 101.
equal to the father's;a graduate of ous that the latest and best precauAll along the line of march the people stood
Harvard annex has attained a higher tions against blood poisoning were not with uncovered heads, silently and reverently
at the purple-coveredcasket that conper cent, in the classics than any of the at first . taken. And the weeks and gazing
tained the remains of the great soldier. It was
yonng men of Harvard; the women months searching for the ball was so an imi oslng pageant and one long to be remembered. When the head of the fnneral cortege
students of the Universityof Mississippi unscientific that the surgeons located reacnedthe ea »t«ra entrance to the City Hall
have carried off all the prizes this year; it just one inch less than a foot and a plaza the lino was reformed. he Twentysecond Regiment, a fine body of men, splenthere are about fifty women enrolled as half from the actual point where it was didly uniformed, formed on either side of
the entrance to the City Hall, and,
registered pharmacists in Iowa; a Chi- harmlessly imbedded. The consulting forming a line from the steps ' to
nese woman has graduated in medicine physicians. Drs. Hamilton and Agnew, the catafalco, tbe marines and regulars were moved along quietly, quickly, and
drawn up in a line facing the entrance. Again with a gentle decorum that savored
in New York, and another has written were and are professional gentlemen the command to present arms was given, and not of an unpleasantcuriosity, bnt of concern,
the bearers carried the coffin Into the rotunda
two odes against the "barbarous prac- of high standing, but having been of the City Hall through a glitteringwall of devotion, ana respect for an lllnstrionsmemory.
At different houra the poiut where the line betice of binding women's feet,” and that called into the case by Dr. Bliss, they steel Here It was deiiosited on a catafalco gan varied. It got tu far np town In the early
erected in the center of the rotunda.

women brought none

of whiteflshand her-

—Frank

last meeting Nebraska has passed a

pass.

teachersin the Owosbo public

the children were permittedto halt an Instant
Simonds, a Boston wool-buyer
and gaze over the side of the casktt and peer
Into it It was yet ear.y. The police refrained
left Adrian, July 9, for Detroit,having on
from pushing the fery first visitor, and she a

Brig. Gen. Ward and staff.
The First Brigade N. G. S. N. Y., comprisingthe
trict of Colombia was not good. She
3th, 11th, 12th, and 22d regiments.
Tbe catafalco.
knew that his hasty conclusion that the The guard of honor,
consisting of members of
The Massachusetts Suffrage Associ- wound was necessarilyfatal was unthe U. 8. Grant Post, of Brooklyn,
the George G. Meade Post, of
ation reports progress by announcing warranted. It was manifest that the
Philadelphia, and the Loyal
Legion, of the United
with a show of triumph that since the unskillful probing was based upon that

thirty-two

the

—Large numbers

tbe offloersof

sailor.

Chicago Current: The prophet of distressingcase, says the New York
«vil sees the increase of population, Graphic, Mem to have followed as a
and can draw from it only the prospect consequenceof the connection with it

growth of other forces as well. Vienna
now has a Sabbath, and in Berlin,
where people are expected to work
Sundays, Herzhog, one of the leading
merchants, has institutedthe observance of Sunday as a complete day of
rest from business. This reform has
the earnest approval of Prince Bismarck, and may be expected to find
many additional apostles.

Quiette, an East Sagicaw pi-

ring are being caught with hook aud line
at tho “Boo.”

we.** »...oy, with thirty
men, picketed the corridors through the building so as to form tho channel through which
the throng should move to the exit on tho
Court House side of the City Hall The Grant
Post had mounted a detail at 6 o'clock to aerve
from that honr nntll 8 o'clock.
These men were placed nearest the catafalque,
and the two lines of visitors passed between
them and the casket on either aide. All within
the gloomy corridors was In readiness.Outside
on the top step of tho City Hall, and In the
middle of the channel of officersto the fountain, stood a big brawny police officer, who
acted 118 a wedge to split the current of people
and send them In lesser streams tnrough the
gates, where they should flow past the
casket as detailed. The dorks pointed to
6:06 o'clock,and at the Inspector'sorders
the Iron gates were thrown open. Ten or

great discoverer car, the front being level with the heads

under- the genuine remains of the great

galleries

the entire day

great throngs,representingevery condition of

highest flight on record, the best prior of savants to attend the International Across the river were crowds of people. The
shops and stores and factories had closed their
feat in this line having been accomCongress, which will open in the Capi- doors to business. All who work and those of
seemed to have come out to stand with
plished by Emma Juta in the Paris tal of that Republic on September 10, leisure
uncovered heads to witness a scene never again
to be enacted. The long, sweeping curve was
Hippodrome.
next. The government will submit to ronnded. and the black train straightened out
level with the Hudson on its way to the meFlood rock, an extension of several the judgment of this Congress its tropolis. Looking back from the engine cab as
proofs
that
Santo
Domingo
possesses
the trailingtrain swept around this curve a.
acres below the tide level of Hell Gate,

mined, and its galleries will shortly
with 225,000 pounds of “rackarock,”
the new explosive, and 75,000 pounds
of dynamite. The mined galleries will
then be flooded, and when the explo-

Now York. During

member named Bazeau.

a

schools are retained for the coming year.

ple viewed the remains of Gen. Grant on ThursCity Hall In

Ignace

a singular coiocidence,a St.

—Mrs. M.
—All

The remains of Gen. Grant lav in state at the
Capitol bulldwR In Albany from 4:30 p. m. of
Tuesday until 10:40 Wednesday morning, the
6th Inst, during which time they were viewed
by 77,200 people. At noon of Wednesdaythe
funeral train started for New York, Gen. Hancock and Gov. Hill, with their stalls, and committees representingthe State Legislatureand
the city of New York, being on board. Great
crowds were gathered at all tbe stations along
the route, and when the metropolis was reached
a vast multitude was wait ng. The following
incidentsof the journey and arrival at New
York we glean from the ooploaa reports telegraphed West:
At the EzeoutiveMansion In Albany the sons
of Gen. Grant, with Drs. Douglas and Newman,
breakfastedquietly with the Governor. The
morning papers were a! terward scanned in silence by the party, the voluminous details calling forth no comment from the sons except
among themselves.The day had dawned bright,
and from the country side farmers and their
families had come in early to view tbe dead.
Trains east and west added to the number of
strangers in the city, and the morning boats
brought many more.
At 10 :30 o’clock this forenoon the Capitol doors
were swung shut. The oomjiact line of waiting
visitors,which extended over a block, was shut

are male adults.

oneer, aged 86, died a few days ago.

Side by Side.

of the horses. The Grand Army gunrd
Dominican soil, and that the took positions, the blare of tramhad for many years been afflictedwith
pets rang ont, and the processionstarted at a
a peculiar disease, all his joints having body which had been conveyed with measured p«ce down State street, the various
hardened so that he was unable to move great pomp to Havana was not that of organizationsfalling In to form the procession
—reaching Broadway amid the dull boom of
himself, or even lift a finger. He was Columbus. The authentic bones, so cannon and the tolling and ohlming of hells in
the steeples. The march through Broadway to
at times gloomy and despondent, and called, were interred again with imStefabenstreet, and thence to the depot, was
endeavored to starve himself to death pressive ceremonies in the Cathedral viewed by a dense throng. Guns boomed while
the remains were belpg placed In the car Woodby refusing all food. His last attempt at Santo Domingo on September 10, lawn, and the bells tolled rowly. The commitfrom New York entered their cars, Gen.
was successful, and for fifteen days he 1877, and a considerable sum of money tee
Hancock and staff were aboard, the regulars
was raised to erect a monument over were quartered, and the great train started.
went without eating.
At the Instant the train started a dirge came
them. The Spanish government, how- np to the ears of all In the train from the hand
Mme. Annie Lamont, an iron-jawed ever, and the Historical Academy of of the Jackson Corps, that stood in line and saHundreds of persons standing nearest
woman, at Coney Island, recently slid Madrid, still declines to admit the au- inted.
the tracks laid coins on the rails to have them
down an iron cable, a distanceof 350 thenticity of the Dominican relics and flattened beneath the wheels of the train that
carried Gen. Grant on his last journey. On the
feet, by means of a pulley attached to a
assert that the body of Columbus lies roofs of the houses in the vicinity hnndreds
witnessed the start, and, as the black train
strap that she held between her teeth. in the Havana Cathedral To settle rambled across the long bridge of tho Hud'The upper elevation of the cable was the interesting question, if possible, the son. it was between two dense lines of
people, who tilled the foot-pathson either
100 feet and its length 500 feet The government of Santo Domingo, it is side. There was no clang of bell, no
of whistle, only the dull ramAmerican girl made the longest and announced, has invited a large number scream
ble of the wheels beneath the memorabletrain.

has been

Mechanic, Working

Girl, band has

Clerk, and Business Man

still lay in

harbor,

of

—East Saginaw gives the Hub points. A
Schliemannis about to begin a search
church
to be erected in Boston is designed
for the grave of Alexander the Great,
after the East Saginaw Unitarian Church.
and that Cuba and Santo Domingo
off thus, and those who had entered were per-Seventy-eightlumber mills, and nearboth claim to possess the bones of mitted to pass rapidly ont, when the State street
doors were closed.
ly
as many salt blocks in the Saginaw valChristopher Columbus. Until 1877 no
Slowly the funeral car, drawn by six black
ley,
are still idle on account of the strike.
one ventured to doubt that the body of horses with their mourning trappings, moved
to the State street side of the Capitol.Gen.
— Katutaro Itaya is the charming and
the illustrious navigator was removed Hancock, monnted updn a black charger from
West Point, and followed by his staff, apeuphonious name of a yonng Japanese
in 1796 from the Cathedral of Santo proached the Capitol, as also did Gen. Farnstwelve hundred people had jammed up who will enter tho universityat Ann Arbor
Domingo, where it had reposed for two worth and staff.
Eleven o'clock had passed, and It was half an against the officers who barred the channel
centuriesand a half, and transferred it hour later when the great doors of the Capitol at the edge of the fountaln-drole,bnt when next year.
swung open on the State street side. The the gates swung ouen the officers oeased to hold
to the Cathedralat Havana. In that somber car was waiting at the foot of the steps the people in check, and the stream began to
—Reed City will build two ward schoolIn
the street. Font men tfere inside the car, flow past tho remains and through the build- houses, is going to have a park, and wants
year, however, it was announced that
and assisted In lifting tbe remains to the black ing. The first person to review the remains was
the people of Santo Domingo had dis- dais within the monnted catafalque. Then a spare but sweet- faced little woman, who led to have the tri-county fair for Osceola,
Colonel Black and Major Brown ranged their with each hand a little boy. She was anxioua Lake, and Wexford Counties held there.
covered indubitableproofs that the companies
of regulars on either side of the her childrenshould see the General's face, and

L. B. Gillette died recently in Simsbury, Connecticut, of starvation. He genuine relics of

New York

whom

Remains.

—By

and Military Proemthe New York

27.

—Detroit has 1,000 Italian residents,415

Metropolis.

was

who

Thousands of People Pass the Howell, Aug.

no use talk-

arrested in so strong that his family could not reBrooklyn the other day for hitting a strain him. He went back to the lake,
the nose

of

Casket Containing Qen. Grant's

ing," he said, "I can’t sleep until I get
»
Imposing Civic
Bishop McNamara, of the Independ- that pickerel." His determination was

man on

—Livingston County pioneersmeet at

go to bed that night without going to
the lake again

ent CatoholioChurch,

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

TAKING THE LAST LOOK.

Copper Falls Mine has arrivedthere.

It

Is

intended to displace mules as a furnisher

of motive power in

transporting rook

through the three-fonrths mile of tunnel
leading from the

mill. The
nel,

mine ont to

engine was built to

the

stamp-

the tun-

fit

which necessitatedsmallness and com-

pactness. The locomotive has a carrying
capacity of one hundred and

fifty

tons,

and

will run on a three -foot track.

—Five students of the State Agricultural College have been expelled by the faculty, two have been

and two

for one

student

whom

suspended for one year

month for taking another

they suspected of tale-bear-

ing out of his bed and down to the river to

duck him, changing their determination,
however, when he begged

off piteously.

Some of the young men would have graduated this year, and an effort will be made
with the faculty to have that

body

recon-

sider its determinationand reinstatethe
boys, as this was their first offense.

—The

suggestion that the house in which

General, then Lieutenant, Grant lived
in this city should

one.

be

preserved

is

a

when
good

Great value is attached to places as-

sociated with all of Washington’s moveand late portions of the day as Canal street, and
fell off several times down to Dnane street, ments and residences.The same is true of
bnt in the main it kept about the vicinity of
Napoleon and other heroes. Grant's birthFranklinstreet.Near the City Hall it was no'
uncommon thing to see from fl to 12.50 offered place, if it is possible to preserve it, will
for a coveted place. Tbe crowd a 1 day was
some day be of extraordinary interest, as
orderly.
After 6 o'clock p. m. the rash became greater will every spot where he lived or stayed
than ever. The line was then forming at
Worth street,and it was an hour and twenty even for a short time. His house in Deminutes before a person could reach the City troit is bereft of some antiquarian value by
Hall steps. At 6 o'clock tbe line had
reached Canal street and Broadway, half its occupation of a different site from that
a mile away, and showed no signs of
diminution. It was then composed of yonng it had when he lived in it. Bat notwithclerks and shop-girls, who chattered merrily standing this it will attract great attention
along the ronte. bnt seldom addressed themselves to other than their Immediate companion, in years to come, and well deserves care
and all sound died away long before they and preservation. As an interestingfeature
reached tbe stone steps of the building.
Offloers of the guard of honor of the of the city itself which would attract visLoyal Legion who were making frequent
counts of the people passing found itors and travelers, it might well be worth
that they varied from 7,000 to 9,(XQ an the while of the city to take care of it. It
honr. These reportswere corroboratedby the
police reports at the same time. At .1 o’clock, is hard to overestimateits importance
when the doors were closed for the night, It was
twenty-five and fifty years hence when
calculated that 176.000 persons had passed
through the building.
Grant is an heroic memory.— Free Frees-
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'
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V
HAVINg BEEN LICENSED

ear nw&laag^rr.-«:.=:

HOtiiMB)
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS, Editor.

Hartford, ....... ..............

;.

9.28

of ao great serth^communityin which they live.

will. ullta\ately be

.............................
11.16 vice to
Before closing this report 1 desire to say
18.84
Saturday, August 15, 1885. Muskegon, .........
Newaygo .........................
18.47 a word in commendation of the teachers
I should have been glad, had I been for, their earnestnesss and hearty co-operaThe State Fair opens at Kalamazoo, on
able
to secure reports of the enrollment tion. I believe that each has done the
Monday, September 14, 1885.
same schools for the very best work of which she was capable,
Misa Rosa Van der Slum, of Grand purpose of comparison also, as I am conand if any have failed in any particular it
Rapids, Mich., was the guest of Miss vinced that few schools can show so great
was not due to any lack of interest and
Cornelia Van der Veen this week.
a percentage of their school population en- earnest eflort upon their part. Erroneous
rolled,and so large a percents^ qf attend* ideas as to the duties and work of the
' Lost.— On Wednesday night between
ance. One of the best evidences of a pros- teacher oftimes preclude her from that acFish street and the post office, a gold
perous school is

bracelet.The finder will be rewarded by

is with

it

leaving at this office.

some

of the

a

regular attendance

and

tive

sympathy which makes

remaining in the post-

the publishers,and to

whom we

t.

/life endura-

\

-

Geo. P.

The disciplinein the several schools has July

W.

bath will be preached by Rev. T.

not differed materially

from

0,

1885.

the/previous

Jones in Hope Church on successive Sun- year. The rod has sometimes been rcy
day evenings. The first one will be deliv- sorted to, but there have been no suspen-

& W. M. railway depot, In some

boys of the privilegesof school. It

aged 4 years, named Peter

knocked

down

by

Mahon, was
the horses, and being

Hummer,

Regenerative

Is composed of the genuine

—

sawparilla, with fellow Dock, StUpiu. 1.3 Iodides of Potassium and

It'ii

were called, who upon investigationfound

markably good. There has be^n very

was

littlecontagionsduring thejyear, and little

that the neck of the poor little fellow

broken. An Inquest was held yesterday sickness.
and

—News-Journal.

The high school has been making steady

As an Ulnstration of what Macatawa
park is doing to advertise

our

city,

we

from

a

Park

pupils enrolled in the department 28 were

gentlemen in business at Kalama-

ating class, expect to return at the beginning of the next school

year. 1 have

al-

ready communicated to the board the

“H. Walsh, Esq.
Dear Sib :— For the first time I vis- nature of the work done by the tether,
whose conduct and character have jh
ited your city on yesterday and also Mac
auwa park, all of which pleases and de- for her the universal esteem of the puptlc.
lights me. I should judge tbAt Holland
I am glad to be able to say that the prosis destined to be quite a business place,
pects
of this department of our. schools jbeand should not hesitate to cast my lot
gin
to
brighten. Starting three, years ago
amongst you in a business point of view.”
with
less
than a dozen pupils, who were
The remainder of the letter making en-

‘

•

.a

—

is

« -ii 1
•

child.

It saves doctor’s bills

and the

Gentlemen :—

In compliance with the

established rules of the Board,

•

submit to you

my

I herewith

Wm.

i

*

third annual report of

the Public Schools of this city for the
school year
•

commencing September

1884, and ending June

28,

statistical,

There have been

1st,

1885.
j

enrolled/ during the

year 1020 pnpils, 188 of tbeke names,

ever, having been transferredfrom one de-

partment to another, appear twice upon
the registersand being deducted

^rom

the

’

be

/

-T.

for which like effects

b’.jo.l

Store

The undersignedhas purchased the store and
stock of goods of M. Jonkman, on River street,
opposite the Phoenix Planing Mill, and will hereafter conductthe business. He has a large stock of

u

by

C:., Lowell, Matt.

Crockery,

*

-•

i

:

Flour and Feed,

iccists: Price $1;
for >5.

.....

and Glassware,

Mortgage Sale.

Goods will be delivered to

m

charge.

Mortgage Sale.
Default bavins: been made In the condition!of

fice of

———

- —— —
K* vuasnvo lUCldil UC*
There is a telephoneIn the store, and all orders
scribed,to-wit: All that tract or parcel of land, given through It will be promptly attended to.
altnate in the State of Michigan, in the county of
Ottawa, in said State, and described as follows,
to-wit: all of lot four that lies on the north side of
the Detroit and Milwaukee railroad, in Section 14.
Township eight north of Range 16 west, and also
that part of the east half of the northeast quarter
R. E. WF.RKMAN.
of said section which lies sooth of the state road,
Holland, Mich., July 23, 1885.
containing about thirty-five acres of land ; also all
that pan of lot number four, sooth of the Detroit
and Milwaukee railroad, in Sectionfourteenin
township eight, north of range sixteen west, containing one and a half acres of land, In aaid coanty
of Ottawa, at tho front door of the conn honae of
said OtUwa county, In the city of Grand Haven,
on the seventeenthday of August, next, at two
o’clock in the afternoon, to pay the sum due on
said mortgage with interestand costa.
Dated May twenty-second, A. D. 1885.
—

Give me a Call.

FIRST

who

Drug Store.
SEST &

DANIEL PRATT,
CHARLES PRATT,
Kxecutort and Residuary Legatees at aforesaid.
R. W. Duncan, Attorney.

CLOTHING

less.

Dated Grand Haven, Ottawa County, Michigan,
Angaat 10th 1885.
GEORGE W. McBRIDE, Atiignte of Mortgage.
School concerts that have been given by
AKiIRT A McBbidi,
the pupils for the purpose of securing^
Attorney for AeHgnee of Mortgage. ,

fnpriiton,

a

!

manner.

CLOTHING!

A complete assortment

WAKES

AND LOW'S

of

EEm

CLOTHING!
Everythingapertainiog to

a first-classdrug

store will be kept constantly on

Our ClothingStore

is

GIVE US
to

BEST & LANDAAL,
27,

1884.

Meyer, Brouwer & Co.

KANTERS & SONS,

BIRD,

F.

OALIi.

-A.

Holland, Mich., Jane
Next

hand.

now open.

No. 22 South River Street.

erally.

f

UNDIAL,

Mr. Henry Lubenga a competent prescriptionclerk, baa charge, and will be
found at ail hours, ready to compound
prescriptions in
thoroughly reliable

Ah

of

WARD

I

PROPRIETOR.
alv/ayscarry a full supply of

Drain Notice.
Mr.

JOHN

A.

WARRANTED

ROOST

GOODS,

Public noticq.lshereby-given, that on thetwenyear. Tbia number correspond! exactly they deserve even from those whom duty ty-aecond day ef-Angnst, A.-D. 1885. -at ten o'clock
In the forenoonon the Konte of the propoaed Ruth
which they sell at reasonable prices.
with the number instructed the previous should have called. Borne complaint ia Creek Ditch, In the townahipof Jamaatown, In the
is employed as clerk in the store and will
heard
too,
in
the
lower
grades,
that
chilCounty of Ottawa,I will be preaent for the porpoae
'year, although the school population inwelcome ali bis old friends and customof lettingcontracta for the cooatrnctlon of a Drain
creased from 1046 to 1187 accordingto the dren can read whatsis in their text book In said townahip, daacribed aa fbllowa: Commenc- ers and the public generally.
We are
but nothing ontaide of it.
reason is ing 800 feet Booth and 800 feet West of the N. B.
census.
corner of the B. W. X, 8. E. X of Bee, 18, thence
very plain; they have nothing else to read. N. 49 degrcea B. to Station No. 2t71 at 8.W. corner
ENROLLMENT.
of N. 13-20, 8, M, N. B. X. «• & X of Bee. 16 to
The greatest number belonging at the Many parents not understandingthe lan- Button No. ItlSO. ThanceN. to Button No 6, in
old ditchi, thence North E&aterlvalong the old Call
close of any achool month was 700 and the guage, fall to provide themselves with any
e'
ditch to etatkra
stationNo.l2tl76oo
No.lttlTflon B.
E.slaeof the highway
between aeetiooa
.. ....15 and 16. Thence N.
average number . belonging during the reading matter in the English laogusge, online between
Holland, Mich., April 22, 1885. 12-8m and are prepared to make water connectionafor
parallelwith aaid line to atatlon No. 14. Thence
whole year was 678. Of there 479 were and their children, thus have no oppor- a orth Baateriy along the old ditch to eutlon No.
assigned to the primary departments,180 tunity for reading, unless It ia providedfor lOtlOO,to where the creek croesee the highway on
line between eectione 10 and 15. Thence Northerwould earnestly ly along the creek to eutlon No. 84tl50 on East
to the Grammar grades and 47 to the high them in some
and Weet quarter line through eectton10, 150 feet
•chool
average number belonging call the attentionof the Board, therefore, eaet of the center of eectlen 10. AU in town five
to this subject and aak you to give the North of Range 18 Weat,each eutlon 800 f»t. Said
th^previousyear was 687.
ditch or drain to be of tho followingdimension!
and other business buildings.Also for
matter your careful consideration.Your to-wit: from the commencementu where it joini
ATTKBDANCE.
with
the
big
Creek,
to be 9 feet wide on top and
all
The actual dally attendancefor the year earnest co-operationin the matter would 8X feet wide on the bottom and flrom where it
greatly
encourage
us, as
feel
that our unites with the Big Creek to the tertninue to be at
its
was 685, being 88 in excess of the attendleaat 6 feet wide and to be 8 feet deep at comefforts in this line have not been appre- mencement and evenly graded on the bottom ao ae
for which we keep on hand all modem fixtures.
ance last year.
excellent
delicious flavor There
la nothing In the line of plumbing that we
to have a uniform decline to the termlnua at the
ciated.
cannot do or supply.
The actual coat per capita for instruccreek bed, and that at that time I will let contracta
A word regarding vocal music. We be- for the construction of eald Drain by sections, to
tion is as follows: primary grades, $6.80;
tha lowest responsible bidder or bidders.Alio is
finest leaf,
lieve
that Prof. Bhepard has done an ex- Uke notice that I will then end there, at the time
grades, 98.06; high school,
of
the
letting
of
aneb
contracts,
be
preaent
toreIndestructible Hose,
Reels,
$12.84; average, $7.21. As s means of cellent wotk in this line. Nearly every tiew all aeeeeementof benefluupon the lands uppupil has taken a great interestin the subhand aafor
I also givs the coet per capita

The

Early and See Our Stock.

.

Licensed Plnabers

.

KTUvrnou

way. We

DWELLINGS,

HOTELS

The

BARBER SHOPS,

Plug Tobacco.

Sold by
Grocers and Tobacco Dealers. Noted for

we

mu

AXE

m

MELEES,

chew,

and cheesy cut. This Tobacco
manufactured of
purest sweetning “everybody

grammar

Hose

chews Nimrod. Sena

in

some of oor neighboringschools:

ject

and made

substantial progress.

We

samples.

earnestly hope that aome provision will be

.............. $10 85
.............
11.00 made

.

M

r-

by

the Board to continue the

goed

!

any part of the city free of

January, A. D. 1871.) Notice, therefore,is hereby given thagtMe said mortgage will be foreclosed
by a sale of th6 mortgaged premlaea describedin
about that, but by a careful observation aaid mortgage to aatlafythe amonnt due thereon,
Interest
from this date, and costa of forecloaing,at
of the growth of. moral reaponslbility
pnbllciauctloD or vandoe to the higbeat bidder on
among the large number of pupils
the 2
day of Moraabar, A. D. 1885,
at one o’clock in the afternoon of that day, at the
are under his charge^
front door o( the Coart House in the city of Grand
would -call the attention
the Haven, in the County of Ottawa, and State of
Michigan, that being the place where Mia Circuit
Board to the desirabilityof an abundance Court for aaid county ia held. The .mortgaged
of reading matter for the schools. Read- premises to bfe sold are described in said mortgage
as follows,via: All that certain piece or parcel of
ng is the door through which a great part land, situate, lying and being in the coanty of
Ottawa and State of Michigan known and/kacrlbed
of our knowledge cornea, but we fear that
as follows to-wit : The aonthweat fractionalquarter
it does not receive the attention that its of section twenty-one, in town five, north or range
sixteen west, containingalxty-four acres,more or

enrollment leaves 887 as the actual suitablereading matter tor the hlgh^
number of pupils instructed during the grades, have not received the support

Cheap Cash

purifyingmedl-

Vkfical Chen.lsts.]

' * r

of

total

PHOENIX

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

little

citizensgen-

1885.

19,

Jflw jpi'Ktigtmrttte.

therenu, and upon which mortgage there is
aliped at. This con- claimedto be dne at the date o( this notice the
snmof seven hundred and twenty-sevendollars
clusion is not based ujjton the opinion of and twenty six cents, (1727.26.) (The last payone who knows nothing about anything ment make on said mortgage was Wt the 24ih day

how- importancedemands by our

call.

VAN LANDEGBND & KERKHOF,
Holland, Mich., June

thereforethe cheapest,

bottle.

end

We

Give ns a

concentrated to the high-

We

To the Board of Education of the City of
Holland:

__

/Let

We

except teaching school, and very

Cisterns and Drive Wells

Wty!

itym

TENDENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

kinds oi

Default having been made in the conditions of a
of your
27-tf mortgage, executed by Mary o. Ford to Daniel
Pratt, dated the eighth day of July, A. D. 1873,
and duly recorded on the fourteenth day of September, A. D. 1874, in the office of the Registerof
With honest aud fair dealing he hopes to retain
your childreu suffer from colic, deeds for Ottawa county, Slate of Michigan, in all old customers of the store ttnd cotain many
Liber No. 1, of mortgages, on pages 223 and 221. new oms.
'diarrhoea, summer complaintwhen Infan- And the said Daniel Pratt having since died testile Cordial will cure it. For sale at Dr. tate, and Daniel Pratt and Charles Pratt, sous of
Van Putten’s Drag Store. Price 15 said deceased, having been duly appointed the executors of hia last wifi and testament, aa well as
and 25 cents per
28-2t being the reaidnary legatees namt-d
aaid will,
an anthentlcated copy of which said will and the
probate theaeofwas recordedin the Register’s
office, aforesaid,May ninth, 1885, on which mort«ge there ia claimedto be due at the date hereof,
the amount of five hundred and seventy-ninedol-

Bum-

(official.)

Etc.

life

Winter, of the same place,and recorded in the ofthe Rem §ter of Deeda, of (he connty of Ottawa. state of Michigan, on the 17th day of Nothorough
work
and
their
desire
to/place
of the ’’Little Jewel Door Check and
vember, A. D. 1885, at 3 o’clock In. the afternoon,
in LlberuG” of mortgagee, on page 415. Raid mortper”, a useful, and ingenious little device the schools of Holland upon a par with gage was, on tho 2Uh day of January, A.»D. 1871, asever been signed by said Martin Winter, to Willem J. Multo prevent doors from closing and holding those of our neighbors,
der, of Holland, Ottawa county, Michigan,and the
them In position.The bumper is attached my earnest endeavor to meet that demand, assignmentof mortgagewas recorded in the office of the Register or Deeds, of the county of Otto the base of the door, is out of the way, and to raise the standard of our scheols so
tawa, state of Michigan, on the sixth day of Ang
and, being small, attracts but little atten- that every citizen might be interested in ust, A. D. 1885, at UM o'clock vJBm in Liber 90 of
mortgages, on page 202, and on}A»4th day of Augtion. Mr. Cunningham will remain in their work and proud to sustain them.
ust, A D, 1885, said mortgage^s» assigned by
believe that |t is the province of the Peter Mnlder, sole residnary,legatee and executor
the city a few days and will call on all
of the last will and testament pf the estate of Willem J. Mnlder, deceased,of Laketown. Allegan
our citizensoffering them for sale. The schools to educate for citizenship.
county, Michigan, to George W. McBride, of the
attachment is a first-class article and is also believe that more can be done for a cltv of Grand Haven, Ottawa coanty,Michigan,
generally recommended by all builders child after the age of fifteen years in two and said assignmentof mortgage was recorded In
the office of the Register of Deeds of the County
and contractors.Mr. Jas. Huntley, a lo-7 years, to fit him for the duties of a citizen of Ottawa, State of ichigan, on the 6th day
of Angus*.,A. D. 1885,
I1J4 o’clock,a. m., In liber
cal balder, says ‘‘that it is an excellent than can be done in all bis school life pre
30 of mortgages, on pt:
1. and which mortgage
contains
a
power
of
sale
which has become operthing and should be in every house.” The vious to this age, hence we maintain, that
ative by said default in payment; and no suit at law
price of the bumper is nominal and is the public school, which does not make or In equity having been institutedto recoverthe
provision for this class of pupils, fails to debt secaredfby said mortgage, or the money due
within the reach of all.

ANNUAL UNPORT OF THE SUPERIN-

|

\.cr!0.

L...v-,

dis-

R.

attain the very

All

caused by the vitiation of

1 ‘

;»r •p-iraiio-.i

........

with

/

barb.

another manafacturiog industry here.

stances and some unjust criticism uut
F. Cunningham, of White Pigeon, now it numbers 45 pupils.
Knowing the demands of the Boanf for
Mich., is in this city canvasingfor the sale

1

rr.rr.iKnD

to the establishmentof properly prepared to enter, it has steadily
grown under many adverse circum-

quiries in regard

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,

ease should not neglect to buy a bottle of

close of school, and all, except the gradu-

fla(er

r t v-r.u>:ic..j!b
degree, far beyond any

best.

advancement during the year. Out of 29 protectinghis children against this

Association

zoo:

^

in attendance the entire year, until the Dr. Schouten’s Compound Syrup of Rhu-

copy the following from a letter received
by the president of the

:'or

them the much dreaded diseases with cbildrtfn, to-wit summer complaints. Any parent desirous of properly

a verdict of accidental death returned.

M

put in aud repaired.

Absolute Cure

Dog Days are Here.

And

np residences for

1

,

Ini
Infantile
Cordial will cure diarrhoea,
dysentery, summer complaint,and ali disorders peculiar to a child’s stomach and
bowels. For sale at Dr. W. Van Putten’s
Drug Store. 15 and 25’ cents a bottle. 28 2

The health of the pupils has boon re

lit

an(j

and pat in

n. i.ik! o: ijor ingredients
j(li(
of great poiiy and scientifically
______ ___ _
urcfuliy
comT-oinvlod. Its formula is generally known
to lire ir>';!iou]profession,and the best
;.:i;>.jiahsconstantly prescribe Ayer’s
?..Ri.U’\!'.!!.LAus an

/

sanitary.

picked up, Drs. Vanderveen and Walkley

Will

Hondums

//•'

Withe

same.

for all parties desiring the

Medicine

Supl. of Schools.

may

ever, during the ensuing year.

WA1ER PIPES

Is (he only powerful and always reliable
blood-purifyingmedicine. It is so effectual an alterative that it eradicatesfrom
the sv«:em Hereditary Scrofula, and
tho •iimirod poisons of contagiousdiseases
nuci’ mercury. At the same time it enriches and vitalizes the blood, restoring
healthful action to the vital organs ana
r^ju vena; mg the entire system. Thlsgreat

Mothers Attention.

It

unseen manner by the driver, a small boy, be necessary to try the experiment,how-

for patting in

fyers Sarsaparilla J0t

Save your babes by giving them Infanered next Sabbath. The special theme to sions for misconduct during the year. I tile Cordial. For sale at Dr. Van Putten’s
Drug Store at 15 and 25 cents a bottle. 28 2
be considered will be “Is the Sabbath an am not fully convinced but that the sitfpension of, perhaps, six or eight |boys
ordinary or an extraordinary day ?”
Henry Schoenhal,toreman Henry Krug
whose language and general conduct are
Packing Co., St. Joseph, Mo., uses Dr.
A sad and unfortunatelyfatal accident continually injurious to the school, might
Thomas’ Eclectric Oil with his men for
occurred on Monday evening lost. As the have been advisable, still, I disliketo resprains, cuts, bruises,chapped hands, etc.
bus was going from the Cutler House to sort to the extreme measure of depriving
the C.

ESTIMATES

ous other dangerous or fatal maladies,are
•'reduced by it.

this report is respectfullysubmitted..

discipline. f
A series of four discouses on the Sab

connection with the Holland City Water Works,
we are ready to make

Rheumatism, Scrofulous Catarrh, Kidney and Liver Diseases,
Tubercular Consumption, and varl-

ble. Did she receive her proper share of

below.

day.

SCROPULA

Eczema, Cutaneous Eruptions, Tu-

but one pupil out of every nected with the public schools of Holland,

200 tardy each

thanks.

in

mors, Bolls, Carbuncles, Erysipelas,
Purulent Ulcers, Nervous aud Physical Collapse,etc. If allowed to con-

Per cent of attendance based

per cent,

return

PLUMBING

name formerly given to Scrofula
It could be
cured by a king’s touuir. The world li
wiser new, and knows that
the

because of a iuperstitiyn that

can only be cured by a thorough purtSc*
tion of the blood. If this Is neglected,
the .disease perpetuates Its taint through
generation after generation.Among its
earlier symptomatic developments are

this it would go far toward removing
onjnumber those evidences of care which are so often
office at Holland, Mich., Aug. 18, 1885: belongings for years ’81 and ’82, 83 per mistaken for the furrows of time.
Alphensine Caryer, C. J. Cary, MissNelia cent; ’82 and ’88, 85 per cent; ’88 and ’84,
Gentlemen of the Board, I thank you
Heding and James Price.
98.8 per cent; ’84 and ’85, 94.8 per cent. for any aid and co-operationyou have
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
You will thus see that during the past given me in my work during the year, and
year, out of every 20 pupils belonging19 in the interest of the coming year, I will
“Gone, Brave One, Gone!” a tribute to
were in school every day. There has also say that I could gladW have accepted
Gen. Grant, in the form of a song and
been a correspondingdecrease In tardiness more. With the hope' that the coming
chorus has been received at this office.
during the year, which is now but %Qtl year may be full of prosperity to all conPerry & Noble, New Bedford,Mass., are
letters

Was

tinue.

degree of pride that I re-

fer to the record

List of
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HOLLAND-CITY NEWS.

INCIDENTALSAMD BEPAUU.

Lyceum hall, rent

_

-

...........

_

An immenie

5 co

c«>ved.

A Finch, repairing walls ....... ' l 50
W. H. Roobrs, Editor and Publisher. Kremere A Bangs, mdse. ..... 19 57
Otto Breyman, exp _____
so
WH Rogers, printing progntma .1200
Terms of Aabsoriptlon.
O P Hnmmer, diplomas...!... 7 so
$1.50 per year jf paid in advance; $1.75 if C. Ver Schure, draft for seUgT. 133 00
Mrs Jonkmsn, scrubbingward
paid at three montht, and $$.00 if
school house ................
^00
j paid at nx months.
Mr Johkman, mdse ...........

stock of stationery just rc-

YATE8 & KANE.

TEST I0HB BAKDffl POWDER TO-DAI!

. .

_

------ ifiiii

57

Bates of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertisers*have the privilege of three

changes.

880

r™K.l?l£,ntve,d*crftyons
“d Ink

«

RE Workman, for planing work
W H Rogers, printing.........

19 09
16 20
95 75
28 00
8 50

Dinkeloo A Bon, painting J....
RDe Maat, painting .....
J Troxel, labor, etc ...........
P Den Uyl.workby H VanProol

Bnslnsss Cards A City Directory, not over three
lines. $2 per annnm.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published without charge for subscribers.
OrAII advertising’bills collectableanarterl

10

O P Hnmmer, map of Mich....
1 00
Llndemeyer,work .............
1 13
PH McBride,work by 8 DeBoer «4 00
D Weymar, painting. ......... 250
8 50
J Van Dvk & Bird, lumber ..... 32
38 80
P H McBride,draying by J be
Boer..........................goo

THE REV GKO.

S

Board

to

B

W

$1.75.

A KaiiePriCe 25 aDd

Cent*' For
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"

BOOTS AND SHOES.

*

-

_

Croquet

-

1885.

Base

sets,

,

.

__

tiift
i

literature.

“d

,e’er

_

it&

x

day’8

-carried.

8er
L

me^ubl^at^fhat^be

diat’s Mntta^rejwrt
read

,or

8y^em

fevers,

L m. p.m

nn?,t£fk.«?'icr?^r.ybed,rect*d,<>
have thu

^

the differentteachers.-Amendment
0. J.

DE

^

a

my lungs: had

I

J

Sec.

x.5

Schools of the City of Hollapd, of

Grand Haven ....... 11 05 4 10

the covery.

ust, A. S. 1885.

“
“

Jaolior’i
sec. of

RECEIPTS.

sal, “

ceqsns

“

/y

,..
.

.

HISS.

:::

Henjesf.....

GO BbepaM .....
coupon* on
----- to
w Nabond*
aal Park baik, New York.. $

ana indiscretion*of youth, nervous we
ness, early decay, loss of manhood, &c

wnd a recipe that will cure you.
FREE OF CH ARGE. This great remedy

City.

^
When

8latton D.
26-jy

IMPORTANT.

you visitor leave New

York

Arbor urings bank.

City, rave

K

on Enropean plan. Rretaarantsuppliad with the

<Fpmat

61
00
00

00-$

106

61

^

*uo wonntL.

J1**

ceired.

3 4i
3 V>
4 90

Pass. Mix’d

Pm*

a. m.
10 10
11 02
11 24
11 29
11 89
11 55
12 08

p.

,

fashion.

'1BST-CLASSTOILET WATEB FOE SALE
W.
Holland, Mich, , March

BA

12 48
12 55
1 06
1 17
1 38

205
2 17

8 10
8 45

853

-

p.

m.

545

Mm.

*13

63
*

here, full

•

It

^n,™|0r,e8i8\ c,e4an,y. delightfuflyperfumed, and hu the effect of making the
hair soft, pliant, and
^ .

glossy.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor,

UMG ARTEL.

PRKPARKD BY
Dr. J. C. Ayer
Sold by

A

Co, Lowell, Maas.

all

Druggists.

Notice to Teaohem.

10

B^AeffreesDU

•ch®du,®1

s&eWs!

WASP

AGO

,nu
4 CO., Leeliises, Me.B

01

"ud |luc«M for

Friday. August 14, at Grand

"

a.m

"

28, at Holland,

Sept. 25,

10 15
80
40
11 15

"

10
10

iausn;

at

Coopersuille;

October So, at Grand Hauen,
(Hegular.)

si;1

wm,1t!bP,,CaDU,or 1,1 ?r 2nd ««d® certificates
ttf,

^u.Vc^^r&o,,wll“n'•
......

atolDer?er °f

...

r,,r

0,uwa ConDty Board of School Ex*

Spring Opening
AT

Pas*.

6 40

L Toledo A li 10
10 10

704
709

5 10
4 15
8 52

V

W

r

,,

---

Sons,

a

808

FOR BARGAINS IN COTTONS,

2 45

228
221
2 10
1 59

FOR BARGAINS IN HOSIERY.

1 14

p.m
800
788

188
02

7 21

12 44

708

12

27
1210

6 43

12 18

685
429
556

1

1148
11 85
11 10

FOR BARGAINS IN HATS.

FOR BARGAINS IN GROCERIES
ST.

LOUIS

and

for all goods

kept la *

manufactures the

6 47

General Store!

687
1190 525
a. m. a.m.

“Collier Company,”

__

w

Dan*

S%L'

”*

‘

Men 3

FOR BARGAINS IN GINGHAMS.

8 87
3

At Toledo, with ell rallroedediverging. At
‘ *
t Britton,

d-:

Van

FOR BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS,

946
942 847

7 1«
982
7
9 17
7 45
905
8.09 ..Addison.. 841
8 25
Jerome.. 8
8 82
Moscow.. 820
8 42
.Htncver..809
a. ra. 8 58 ..Pulaski. T 57
* 10 9 15
.Homer.. 788
6 37 9 44
MarebaJl . 706
6 49 9 57
6 49
7 07 10 15
680
7
7 85'
7 42
8 24
8 S3
8 89
8 50
AAileg.nl,
p. m.

w

!.

!

p.m.

, Train

«r Blnnk Book. Jut rea fcuni.

Painte, Olle, Vu-..
wash brashes, whfc
low figuresfor cash

!

A Toilet Luxury
Ayxr’s Hair Vigor ha* no equal

1C. 1885.

m.

TOWNS

CtUumw, Yatm

Kremers &

I

*•*••*••••*•.

Ladies hair cleaned and dressed in the latest

m. p.m ip. m.
80 5 85 8 80
8 80 8 80 9 12
6 40 6 85 9 17
7 20 7 lOl 9 55

m

sHoo A Co.,....$
f

arrissasi-ssa;

TO HOLLAND.

K
a.

660 00
1,000 00-$U96000

Kantor* A Howard .......
K Srhuflrtfilfln

5 35
5 45
6 30

a.
t5

.......... 9 10
fif.
9 42 5 02 12 14
......... 9 50 5 10 12 30
Sfe:::::::::::: 10 15 585 1 00 .

59
4 10
,h“i

Ca£

feaaiK/ty’ £* T<St6r Sorea; Mu5‘

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

Allegan..,-

256
804

^

of intolerJ. N.

any time.

FROM ALLEGAN TO HOLLAND.

3

1
16
45
45

m. p m.

3 05, 1 20 8 15 10 00
!p.m.

Holland.....
Fillmore. ..,

286

325 00
185 0044,86000

^

rt Dally except Saturday. All other
trainsdally except Sunday.

A Card.

city~
1

•t

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.

This

siteiE-E li
C
AB

..

Ferrysburg .....

ft

v
,h6vR*!nf0BEPH
T* b*UA*>
New
York

.

Vaupell ........

Muskegon

was discovered by a missionaryin South
America. Send a self-addressed envelope 1*80

826 00
300 00
CPfan*iiehl.....X..... 800 00
A Breyman ...... 7. ....... 800 00
A Clark .. ... .......... 295 00
8 Ledeboer .................
275 00

A Carningbam

a.

m.a. m. p.m
1 2011 55 6 50 8 1
2 00 12 28 7 25 8
2 10 12 88 7 30 9 __

Hamilton. .
Allegan ..

Trial bottles free at li. Walsh’s

$9,037 10

Ja*itorC.De Jong ..........
60 Q)
Secretary. T.J. Boge* ......... 50 Ob
Taking censns, T. J. Boggs,.
15 00-$ 570 84

TI10HKU’S ALA

InvigoratingShampoo

A

EXPENDITURES^
JanitorH.Toren ..............$ 445 84

™ lt^*°r** Scalp;

p.

•

best results.

Kite,
s“,
Minneapolis,Minn.,

%T?l

A Soientiflo Hairont- or

The best salve in the world for Cute,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcere, Halt Rheum, Fever
c2«utitoal1 po,n,8 ,n ,h* Un,,od Ktale* and
Sores, Tetter. Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positivei. CHURCH ILL 8 talion* 'Agent. PaM Agl‘
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
money refunded. Price 25 cenU per box.
For sale hy H. Walsh, Holland,and
Taking effect Jan. 18, 1685.
De Krull, Zeeland, Mich.
wnw wim. OntrslTla* M1V0 SAIT.

70

Total receipt...' .......

FROM MUSKEGON

Holland.

BucUen’e Arnica Sain.

fg
. 00
5CU 00
105 0b
“ ^‘i teather*’raiu*
8.300 00
’* bonds and Int,
1,921 00.
“ “• inc. and repairs
745 00
fuel. .......
500 00
Non-residentpnplls
8 80
Dog tax food ................... 150 72
Primary fbnd.. ................
. 1,409 83
.

Ferrysburg ..........11 13 4 15
Muskegon ..........11 55 4 50

many

Becelpts and Expendituresfor the Drug Store.
School Year ending the 31it day of Aug(

Holland ..............10 20 8 30

,

by u?evof a few bottles. Since which
time be has used it in his family for all

Coughs and Colds with

BaL in treasury,sept. 1. 1884.$
Tax for insuranceFeb. 1,1695

s m. p.m

“ OMn'r',U"
t0 ‘rr .Dr- Kll,i’8 New Di8Cover7 fur
carried ' sumption,
---did so
and was entirely cured

ROD,

Turning Cray.

7 ,

e-jyj.i.iflissiBj
. -v, Se»lp ^ '/•
M'ffSzftttlSsfSiS1

A Good Clean Shaye.

PROM HOLLAND TO MUSKEGON.

severe cold
tried

restores to Its original colorffithrtls

ImJlK’ CAJH15,I|*kDEA?,.,,»
PoinC °f

you can get a

=Mir

Every Case.

8erl0Usly afflicled ^Uh

/h

ptm. a.m.

|®-m-|p.ni. p.m ip.m.
4 15
5 10
5 35

remedies without beueflt.Being induced Grand Haven...

bc

not

ANNUAL STATEMENT
i. mu,

om.

u

Dp A; Bradford^bolesEle paper dealer
Chattanwga,Tenn., writes, that he

L,hat Milled on

re-

Motion as amended carried.
. Adjonrned.

1

in

X™*1 ^nentUonH. One

?f"of.0±'
hetjthfulrtlnmuulon
of the root* and color glands. sDecdilv

PRICE BAKING POWDER C0„'
CHICAGO.
ST. LOUZ&

BlUf’S TONSORIIL PIRIORS

8 30 8 80 4 40 5 90
p
p.m. a. m. p. m.

Grand Rapids
Zeeland
Holland

c«n

<

Texas,™

the root# 0# lh« hair, whlch. if

lDe h>f

MovSb0/1 [nrBeach'that the report be accepted
lD|i0“t K‘',“,er

Emits

cok,r-

Ayer’s Hair Vigor;

Purest and stroneSt NSure *
ion. Grange. Air
-«MWWU1 041 V oa LUO in
atelyandnainral

m

p.m. p.m. a. m.

with quinine, when

-

-

Good

we.rterTfor

a.ra. p.m. p•tm. a.m. p.
10 25 1 40 ii1 85 500 2 15
11 87 280 12 87 827 4 35
11 55 244 12 59 9 20
5 15
1 30 336 1 45 12 00
7 00
250 4 30 2 45 2 35 9 10
7 10 7 10 6 00
tt
p.m. p.m. a. m. p.m p. m.

Holland ..............8 30 8 30 14 45 10 15
Zeeland ............. 3 40
4 56 10 25
Gran a Rapids ........ 4 25 9 15 5 45 11 15

.

ending™ CM -Adopted f th° ward 8011001 for the ** raucl1 more Actively tr^Ited by Ayer’s
Moved by In*. De^oo’that Prof. G. C. Bbepard Ague ^ure* Wamoted to cure,
be appointed as teacher In music for the
---

ensuing

Ayer’s
Vigor i
irSs Hair
H^TTaToSfS1"™
01
« Hereditary

r*‘r at 18 Tears of age, as hi* ancestor*

Mail Exp. Exp. Mix. Mix’d

HENRY KREMERS, | Con>®lttee. FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

ll,e

their,

.

Baldneet.

Mali. Exp Exp. dxp. Exp.

--

I

»«trt«d a growth of
oft, downy hMr all over his scalp, which
soon became thick, long, and vigorous. /

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS.

55

,

new growth will

m

Respectfully submitted
C. J. DE

*

on,y w,u her hair

G*>RG| MAm.Flatonia.

Nl’t

.................... 130 00

ROO,

i8* her uw Atir’s

i

wiffreturn to
ffl«SK^™n,t0,helr

SPECIAL

FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.

m

.

I

toPNCfs

Taking Effect Sunday, June 2i, 1885.

.

Z

J0??*

X1??.?'

Chicago and West Michigan Hallway.

.......... - ...... *
Becretaryofcensus .....
m
Teachers ............. .............j ^qq qq
Outstandingbonds and interestfund! 1,900 00
Repairs and Incidentals .............600 00

$7,019

idlt.Ve«?h«

eea*e to fall out, but i

$aiuL.

ilail

raised
u%2w Holland

TOU1 .................

Zmy,ta

A0

see.

9 00 8 80 980
Ro° and English
j Nfiw Buffalo ........ 11 85
540 12 10, . _
Mlnnteiof July 13, July 20, and August 3 read
We estimate the amount necessary to be
flarbor ...... 12 42 628 1 45 10 15
and
B
bJJ^ft <in/?r the8UPPortof lhe public schools SaDg<?rV,,'"«......... 207 7 15 2 55 1 35
Ins. Beach appearedand took his seat.
of
the next
of Holland
Holland City
City daring
dnrlng^e
next tear
yea? an fniinwa*
! ®raPd Junction ...... 280 729 8 17 3 00

!.

dlf0™fy,wlien the retort, to'
ami dye*, Is a source of con-

HairVioO*

gebra, geometry, physlolorar,geography,history,
civil. government,physic*, book-keeping,
rhetoric,I Chicago .....

K'^’g

^

8T. LOUIS.

am

FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.

^

h.?eTpubbyiXd^',?e3d0,,Uhere,,0rt‘,'dt0|
„
onv holldlngsand repair* renorted DoD,t 0,1

falio hair

YATES & KANE.

k ^
u^a'i
ui

db^',

Committee on Claim* and accounts reported
having made the annual settlement with the treasnrer and submitted <he annual statement ol receipt* and expenditures, and of estimates for the
coming year.

.

Lu?k.u

Hop

8he "bould not regain
and retain all the beauty of hair that wm

7-iy

Ball goods

Fishing Tackle. Call and

Ins. Harrington that the committee
on claims and accounts settle with the public Daring the school
, Holland ..........
school
trearnrerand
Grand Junction...
school' tnunnr
and report
report at
at next
next meetin
meetloo, and education has kept the
Kh^f
that when the board adjourn* it adjourn to
' Xojraat comprising a hit if school,
iSS-lr^mm
eight Bangor ............
10.— Carried.
Benton Harbor...
| primsrjr departments. Whole nnmber of toschem
Adjourned.
Including the superintendent, 14; highest num- New Buffalo .......
hp.r of nnnlla <>nw,lias< qo*.
__ __ ^
..
Chicago ..........

Fm)l

iPrettyWoinansSecret,1

FOR SALE BY GROCERS.

CHICAGO.

YATES & KANE.

TOWNS.

expired Sept. 1,1885.

Dr. Price’s Special FlaroriniEitrach.
MkUm ud Htarel*M.r kre^re* ’

Fresh, pure Drugs constantly receiving.

thran

vsar
JS^

worked wooden ia our family.”Aivah

MAKKKS Of

8PRIET8MA & SON,

L.

EtU*

in twenif^nr kturt. One

Pinckney, Lake Mohopac, N. Y.

Fargo’* Boot* and Fine Ladle* Shoes

kv/w
pthro.X

Moved by Ini. Harrington to adopt the report

PRICE BAKING POWDER CO

hr

the boys was cured of sort throat This tntdv

dne hu

1

Moved by

and pein in her lung*. Dr.Thsnuu'

trie Oil cured

'““'t

For Light,Healthy Bread, The Beet Dry
Yea»t In the World.

spring and summer trade. The Htock is
complete and embraces the latest styles of
Ladies’ and Gents' Shoes, which are o**1H
at reasonable prices. We sell

treasurer ofHollandCity. The first bond of this
series, $1,000 Is payable Feb. 1, 1886, and one is to
be paid each year until all are paid.

.0D tea°hers reportedthat the

" My daughter was very bad off oo account ol
a cold

Dr. Prioi’s Lupulin Yeast Qesit

We have just received a large new stock
of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for

Holland, March 19,

it.

Workad Won«*r*.

Rhn^M.8 rL»INiEB T0^ frecn wllh each 1)01110 of
Shiloh s Catarrh Remedy. Price 10 cents. For
sale by \ates A Kane.

.....

approved.

•P*sk highly of

by

,la,®

of

.

_

S®

extsnial applica-

Iradm b* sura b* will

luting and fragrant oer.

THE TEST OF THE OVER.

Bald committee farther reported that they I
P*y*ble at the National Park
thoughtit advisable to stop all trespassing on the
commencing
school groanda—
February 1, 1896, $1,000each year until paid.
T_. n. r> __ . 1.
. .
...
Seriftll“R."
*1 /WV> ___ u ___ __

a

Top

*

v^h
with

k* °t

H.

It.

SSkS

DOES NOT CONTAIN AMMONIA.
p£HILSr? 8 ,CURB J^11 immediately relieve
at HguTitiTuusms Nivm bus Qcunosn.
by Yate?A<Kane8 C°aKh and Bronch M"* For »le

Series *‘C’’ six bonds. $500 each, six per cent
of New
Moved by Its. Beach to reler the matter con- 1 Interest,held
h<?ld. by
bjr the
the National
National Park
Park bank,
bank,‘'of
X Ork CltV. IDfprPHfnnvaKIn ut »Ka V • *1^..
cernlng the furnaces back to uid committee
p!ytblt.!t lhe National Park
Instrnctlonsto have the present furnaces repaired.KiLn,l’orNe".r™c. tJr' These bonds are payaIf practicable,and grantingthem power to act, Hie;J^mmenc^gBeb18Wi IL000 each year uubut if not practicable,then to report back to the 1 pa
board together with snch Information u they may , Series "D,” four bonds, $500 each, six per cent
. have pained concerningnew furnaces.-Carrled. interest,held by the National Park bank, of New

and Hnrrtnpon.*0’ ' K*n,tr’' Kr’'I,er*' De

ms."

lo*| ia the drug

HACKMET\CKUa

furnaces.

1885.

asumo

.

RE

10,

wife uuiited that I um
Thooue’ Eckctric Oil
Tbs fint teaapoonful

pail

school

Holland, Ang.

lives
For sale

CURE”

SHILOH’SCONSUMPTION

.

programs...

___

Adjourned meeting,Ins. Kremer called to

of Bourbon.

^f* owe our

..

.

d

••
T

chair.

’

tion for rheumatism.

D. bluyter, broom ..............
40
clock and repairs.
5 75
Members present,Kanters,Kremers, De Roo. 8 Den Uyl, work by Van Vnren
3 50
Me Bride and Harrington.
^ateaAKane, mdse ........... 3 ii
28
Reading of minutes dispensed with and regular R Kanters A Sons, mdse .......
E J Harrington, brooms, oil, etc
order of business suspended.
6 87
A De Kok, piling wood ........
6 25
Ins. Beach appearedand took his seat.
’ R
aw E
c,Werkman,
t*rK iiian,
it 4-ln
4-in strips
etripa
700 ft
5 00
The followingbills were allowed : K. K. Werk- f Yale«
&
Kane,
ink
and
books.
'ales A
Ink
books..
4 11
man
______
_________
_
ian,_______
lumber, 75c;_ __
E.
J.
Harrington,
oil, ________
brooms,
lv
u
0 .......printing
......
H
Rogers,
notices
mi 1 Q7 •
__ _
etc., $11.37; J. Schaftenaar,mowing grass iii
and
18 90
school yard,
6
J De Boer, draying ............. 1 85
1 50
Ins. Do Koo, that committee on buildings and £ ^Vcymar.workat ward
repairs look up matter of insurance and see now it E J Harrington, brooms, oil and
cash paid for cleaning ward
Is divided between buildings and furniture.—Car
school vault ................. n 37
ried.
J. Schaafnaar, for mowing grasa
Ins. Harrington that warrants be issued for inin school yard ............... 1 75
surance premiums,amount $90, for three years’
Werkman, lumber ........ 75
time from August 8.— Carried.
Money in treasury.............573 u9-$9,039 10
The committee on buildingsand repairs reOUTSTANDING INDEBTEDNESS.
ported that the furnaces were in a damaged condition,and on motion of Ins. Kanters the board
Series “A’’ and “B,’’ seven bonds, $1,000 each,
adjourned to the furnace room in ordlr to insoect 6 per cent interest, held by Ann Arbor savings
the
H
bank, interest payable at the officeof the city
Bride in the chair.

Adopted.
. .
.

THAYER,

25

girtCR HalLGaySrJfll,Myi ‘Cured
ctfMed throat iomm ia twenty-fourboon." “Sal

25-4t

YOU

Mwer, Brouwer A Co., table.
8 91
u
w°fb on furnace
75
Boot A Kramer, broom and
48
Members present,Beach, McBride, Kremers p Ver Bchure, special tax ...... 87 05
and De Hoo.
c Ver Bchure,interest ......... 13 50
Reading of minutes dispensed with and regular K J Harrington, broom, oil, etc. 10 62
order of business suspended.
r « “,amn»er, music books .... 8 36
Kleyn. dressing lumber ... 19 77
The committeeon teachers reportedthat they
5
Whulxen, clock and repair 4 00
had had an Interview with Miss Donally, and recm
Kieklntveld, 6 grass crayons. l 20
ommended that she be appointedteacher in Room Kremers A Bangs, mdse ........ 5 90
No. 7, at a salary of $850 per year.— Adopted.
| V$nderveen, sheet nine ...... 78
Bill of J. R. Kleyn for fire escapes,amount, R Kanters A Sons, hardware. .. 34 90
$42.40 was allowed.
T J Boj’cs,forSdoa. 8d readers
from Ivlson, Blakeman, TayAdjourned.
lor A Co ......................
16 20
W’alsh,De Roo* A Co, furnace
Holland, Aug. 3. 1885.
grates, etc. ..................10 fifi
Board met in regular sessionwith Ins. Mc-

When the board was again called to order the
committeeon buildings and repairs recommended
that two new furnaces be put in as soon as possl-

took cmedQM ofThomu’ Edectrk OU aad vu
rabirrefUaa lew odaius. Would walk firs miles
forthumcdicUMaadpay$5abotU*forlt.” Dtur.

ARE
MADE miserableby IndtIgeetlon,
Constlpav.uu,
________ __ Loss of Appetite.'
itlon, DlMlness,
.Yellow
Skin? Shiloh’s Vluilrerli a positive
iltfve cure.
enr
For
sale by Yates A Kane.
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E Vaupell, lumber, .........
2 85
HPoetma,work...............
8 03

Holland, Mich.. July 80, 1885.
special meeting with Ins. Beach In

Board met In
the chair.

Idxtric Oil to curs

by Yates A Kane.

yipdST'Vn. •tove, etc ....... 25 00
C J De Roo, for work by Van
Oort & Van Vuren ...........6 96
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Only 35 Oenti.
80 confidentare we that Dr. Pete’s 85
cent Cough Cure will not diasapolnt the
most sanguine expectationsof a single
broken-downconsumptive invalid,that
we warrant it, had we not the most perfect
confidencein its virtues,we would not
think of offering it as we do. Sold by H.

ii

“Southern Company”
“St Louis L. & O.
Seal ”
are always perfectly pure and
known and used evei
Consumers of White Lead should

where you can bof the but good*

Co.
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borne to the heme. The steps were drawn
away from tho funeral car. Commander Johnson took his place in the center and immediately behind the funeral ear. At his left and
right on either rear corner of the car were ComDowning and Or ms tics, of Wheeler Poet,
of America’s Hero of rades
Saratoga. Next and directly behind these were
representatives
rcsentatives or
of the'
tuoi.ovai
I. oval Legion a
abreast
on
as
Heroes Consigned to
follows
ows : GeneralJohn J. Milham, Genera
GeneralG. A.
Carleton,
leton. PaymasterGeorge D. Barton, Lienthe Dust
tenant Colonel Floyd Clarkson. LieutenantColonel A. M. Clark, and Captain E. Blunt
The clergy and physicians had paid respect to
Casket Bearing His Ashes Borne the remains by alightingfrom their carriages
and accompanyingthem from the steps to
the hearse. They then entered carriages on
to the Tomb by the
either side of the plaza nesr Broadway as follows: Rev. Dr. Newman, Bishop Hams, Bishop
Hudson.
Potter, Rev. Dr. Chambers, Rev. Dr. Field, Rev.
Dr. Bridgeman, Rev. Dr. West, Rev. •Father
Deshon, Robert Collyer, Rabbi Brown, iand DocSolemn Pageant Swelled by Bare- tors Douglas, Shrady,and Sands. Col. Beck, in

IN SLEEP ETERNAL.
The Body

The

of the regulars, commanded his companics to position, Company A on the right and
Company E oo the leit of the hearse. Colored
men were at the bridles of the twenty-1 our
black horses. Sixteen men of Meade Post, of
Philadelphia, of which Gen. Grant was a member, were abreast directly in front of the team

command

headed and Sorrow-Stricken
Myriads.

Th« funenl pageant in New York in honor of
of black leaden, and the Davids Island
Grant was the most imposing ever wit- Band preceded them.
signal . was
nessed in the United States, or perhaps in the given
line
coaches
world. At 0 :47 in the morning the great proces- with clergy moved off the plaza onto Broalway.
The band stood wait'ng at the head of the fusion, under command of General Hancock, was neral cortege. Col Beck advanced to the head
net in motion at the City Hail. It marched north cf tho line o' black horses before the coach.
Move on," were his words of command with
til rough Broadway,receivingcontinua! accosuplifted sword. Tho leadersstepped forward,
siocs from the intersecting thoroughfares,
and led by tho colored men, and in an Instant the
wlien completely formed the number in line black line of ho ses had straightened their
traces and the wheels beneath the remains were
-was fully 76,000 men. Marching comi actly and
moving The r.onr was 9:47. The band played
capldly, over five hours were consumed in pass- a dirge, the tramp of the regularsand honor
fur Madison Equare, and it was not nntil after guard beat upon the pave, thousands beneath
€ o'clock in the evening that the funeral-car the trees and crowding the sides of the square
looked silently on, and the black funeralcar
«eached the place of sepulcher in Riverside rolled over the curb Into Broadway. The black
Bark, where the remains were entombed with im- co.ridors of the City Hall were silent. Gen.
dpreeslve ceremonies. Tie President, Vice Pres- Grant's last journey was begun.
feThen at U:52 Mayor Giace, ComptrollerLocw,
ident, members of tho Cabinet, Judges of the and Aldermen Sanger and Jaehne emerged from
fiapremeCourt, Senators,Representatives, ex- the City Building and entereda carriage that
.Bteaidents,Governors of States, and Foreign had drawn up in front The members of the
Common Council followed and entered carSfinisters were among the distinguished persons riages,as did the Police Commissioners. They
-who particiinted in the demonstration. The followed out o( the plaza as fast as disposedof
entire city was clothed in the emblems of in carriages, and when it was ten o'clock the
'Sioarning, and the multitudes which viewed police lines were withdrawnand the people
the pageant defied computation. We print be- streamed across the plaza without hindrance.
low as full and accurate an account of the obse- The last scene there was ended.
• qaics as onr space will permit

and the

A

of

twoa: Senators MomD, of Vermont, and Cock-

here and there along the road. In the midst of

and Ran- handsome residenceswere tneked numerous
and little hnts. Rude in construction, patched with In prayer. Tbs Chaplain will ini
Harris, of Tennessee; Palmer,of Michigan,and rough timbers, neitherpainted nor adorned, blessing."
Post Ohiplain 0. Irvine Wright then said
Miller, of New York; Wade Hampton, of South seemingly thrown together, they looked very
"God of battles! Father of sill Amidst thia
plain and hnmble. and when some of tho worn
veterans reached this point In the line of march mournful assemblage wa seek Thee with whom

rell, of Missouri;Sherman, of Ohio,
som, of North Carolina; Ingalls, of Kansas,

:

rode together, and Gen. Bingham, of Tennessee,
Wheeler, of Alabama, and Lowry, of Indiana,
were in one ooaoh. One of the carriages containing members of Gen. Orant's military staff
carried Gen. Horace Porter, Rotas Ingalls, G. B.
Comstock and William S. Smith. In another
rode Gen. Parker. Grant's Military Secretary

terms of surrender in Grant’s handwriting. It
was given him as a keepsake by bis chief. With
Vice PresidentHendricks rode h s Secretary,
Mr. East, his friend Mr. Depauw. of Indiana,
and Senator Hlair, of New Hampshire.
Governor Hill rode, in a plain civilian'sdress
and black silk hat, together with his military
secretary.Colonel L. W. Gillette. Seventeen
staff officers, mounted, followed. Governor Hill
was the ouly Governor who was attended by a
mounted staff. Indian Commissioner Vincent
Colyer, John K. Bois' , and John Charlton occupied seats m one coach together.

TO THE PLACE OF REST.
Incidentsof tho Progress of the Solemn
Procession

Through the

and saw fastened to these simple houses
bonses a narrow, hedragged.faded piece of black in token of
the dead hero a deeper sense of sorrow went
through these solid ranks. The foot- sore troops
now fonnd relief on the broad macadamized boulevard and the Riversidedrive. To many of
them the ronte was unfamiliarand it was a
pleasant change to be beyond the rows of closely built dwellings, which obstructed the passage
of the air and to see wide spaces of land not
long to remain unoccupied, costly residences
here and there, built with a fall appreciation of
the possibilitiesof the westernpart of the city;
shanties of sovereign squatters; the broad Hudson, glistening in the sin and retie, ting its umbrageous banks, and the well -laid wm Iks, smooth
lawns and noble trees of Riverside Park. No
less manifestwas the popular disposition to pay
tribute to the honored dead at this s age of the
ronte than when the lines were formed at the
City Hall. It was here that chieflythe humbler
classes of society formed the human barrier on
their side of the funeral throng. Their reverence in presenceof the dead was apparent: the
farther fiom brick walla the procession moved,
the more atrongly did natnre Impressthe hearts
of those who marched.

SERVICES AT THE TOMB.

City.

At Twenty-eighth street and Broadwav the
crowd was so great that those persons who stood
nearest the street on the sidewalk were forced
into the roadway and so badly upon the members of the Forty-seventh(Brooklyn)Regiment,
which was passing at the time, as to compel the
mounted police to come forward and force
them back. The streets up-town, parallel with
Broadway,were occupied by a throng which
moved rapidly, with no apparent end in view.
On Third avenue tho shops were open, and

The Remains Laid Away Amid

Simple
but Impressive Ceremonies.
At 1:15 o’clock a squad of mounted police

came up to the drive, heralding the entrance of
the funeral cortege into the park, and sailors
bearing curiously marked little Hags ran to the
edge of the bluff and began to wave dispatches
to officerson the deck of Rear Admiral Joutt’s
flagship in the river below. Two minutes later
the procession came in view and the heavy guns

Him

there is no death. Open every ere to behold
______
_________
morning.
who changed
the night
of death into
1
In the depths of onr hearts we would hear the
celestial words. T am the resurrection
and the
life; he that belteveth in me, though he were
dead, yet shall he live.’ As comrade after cornrode departs and we march on with ranks broken help ns to be faithful unto Thee and to each
other. We beseech Thee, look in mercy on tho
widows and children of deceasedcomrades, and
with thine own tendernessconsole and comfort
those bereaved by this event which oafis us here.
Give them the oil of joy for mourning-tho
garment of praise for the spirit of heaviness.'
Heavenly Father! bless and save our country
with the freedom and i eace of righteousness,
and through Thy great mercy, a Savior's grace,
and Thy throne in heaven, and to Thy great name
shall be praise forever and ever."
At the close of his addressa grizzled bugler
came out of the throng, and, standing directly

____

_

_

over the body, sounded “taps." Then Bishop
Harris came forward, and, while a gentleman
standing near shielded his head from the son.
which beat fiercely down, he began the beautiful
burial service, which commences.“I am the
resurrection and the life." When he had concluded be read, from Corinthiansxv.,41, and
following verses: "There is one glonr of the sun
and anotherof the moon, and anotherglory of
the stars; for one star diflerethfrom another in
[lory,"etc. Then Comrade Lewis E. Moore
aid a wreath of evergreenson the casket, saying: "In behalf of the poet I give this tribute,
a symbol of undying love from comrades of
the war.” Comrade John A. YViedersheimlaid
flowers upon the coffinand named them symbols of purity. Another wreath of laurel was
laid upon the casket by Comrade J. A. hollars
as a last token of affection from comrades in

THE PAGEANT UNDER WAV.
REMOVING THE REMAINS.
Mlnal Scenes at the City Hall— The Funeral
Car Started lor Riverside.

Starting the Solemn Cortege— Some of the
Principal Persons in the Line.
The plan of the parade was in brief as follows
militia rested upon Broadway, stretched
along from the City Hall as far as Thjrty-fourth
street on the east side of the street.The veteran
troops were stretched along the west side of tbe
street. When Gen. Hancock and staff and the
:

Four o'clock had passed «nd the gray dawn
: had deepened into red daylight when the blueed veterans of Meade
Meade Post, of Philadelphia,
«ated
<00 strong, came tramping up to the City Hall to
"dhedirge music of the trumpets. The veterans

The

. REV. DR. NEWMAN,
arms. Then Rev. Dr. Newman read the rest of
tho bnrial service. Then came an address by
Rev. J. W. Sayres, Chapl&ln-ln-chlef of the Department of Pennsylvania,O. A. R., in which he

r

spoke, accordingto the formula prescribedfor
such occasions, of another comrade'smarch being over, whose virtue all should cherish, whose

I
r

;

lt

example all should emulate.
Then again came the grizzled bugler to the
front. In his eyes were tears, and his lips
quivered. With trembling arm he lifted the
instrument to h s lips, and there broke upon
the still air the beautifuland sad notes of the
soldier's long farewell, called bv them “Rest."
As he plaved the tears ran down his cheeks and
the notes quivered soft and low. Grim Phil
Sheridanturned and looked at the bugler. He
put his hard to bis face and then turned to
that old war horse. Gen. Sherman, whose eyes
were fixed on the player in sympathy. Little
Nellie, too, i>eeped between the tall forms of
the soldiers,and then looked askance at her
father, whose head was bowed upon'
his breast. With the last quivering notes of the
soldiers' "Good night," a gun from the Alliance;
in the river below boomed out But one gun
was fired, and ns its echo died away in the Jersey
hills the casket was placed in the steel case and
taken to the tomb. Undertaker Merritt closed
the doors, locked them, and, putting the key
in a velvet-coveredcase, handed it to General
Hancock, who gave it to Mayor Grace, the latter
in turn delivegng it to President Crimmlns, of
the Park Commissioners.
Just as the casket, inclosed in the cedar box
and steel case, was placed in the tomb John
Hawkins, the colored coachman who drove Gen.
EXTERIOR OF THE TEMPORARY VAULT.
Grant, when President, stepped within the
vault and reverently placed a bouquet of roses
-watered the plaza and marched past, while regular army and navy contingents proceeded
on the top of the steel case. When all was over
•raffleddrama timed their footsteps.A heavy from the City Hall up to Thirtv-lourthstreet
the memlters of the family of the' dead tnrned
Can boomed out toward the sea The chimes of tbe militiafell into marchingorder and closed
sadly away and enteredtheir carriagea All the
-•Id Trinity pealed mournful notes, and the in behind the regulars. The catafalquewas
friends went away in their coaches, while the
•Mod of muffled drums grew fainter and died then placed in line, followed by the mourners,
military departed some by railroad and some
•nt At 6 o'clockWilson Post, of Baltimore, the President and other distinguishedpersons
by steamer. The crowd dispersed as quickly as
arched by, followedby a Chicago organization. in carriages.As these proceededup Broadway
its enormous proportions would permit, and
The corridors had been picketedby fifteen po- the veteran troons wheeled into line and foltaxed every means of conveyance to the utmost
Moe. while outside 125 'more men were at rest. lowed them. The civil organizations moved in
in tbe haste of its departure.
laat guard of the Grant G. A. R. Post, save from side streets after the veterans passed. By
The work of sealing up th* tomb began at 6 :30
the thirteen who attendedthe body to the tomb, the time the last of the civic bodies joined the
p. m. Fifty-six bolts of steel were driven into
RIVERSIDE PARK AND VICINITY.
processionthe head of it was nearly to River, been moved at 6 o’clock. At 6 :30 Capt. Barry
the outer wall of tbe case, making it absolutely
and men of the Seventy-first Regiment went on side Park.
air-tight and waterproof. At 10 d. m., everyAt prec'sely 11:05 Gen. Hancock reached the people seemed to buy and sell, though not very of the warship, which for a few minutes had
urn plaza. Muffleddrums and dlrgefnl trumpets
been silent,boomed forth again, thundering a thing being completed. UndertakerMerriUl
arched in at one side and took position at the head of tbe column, wnich was then at Twenty„ A
the great door with a huge key and
•tilde. The player* constitutedthe Davids third street and Broadway. Riding along the When the escort had passed the Windsor Hotel, mournful greeting to the earthly remains of the locked
handed it to Police Captain Beattie. Then the
Island MilitaryBand. At 8:50 Gen. Hancock whole line of formationfrom the City Hall on at Forty-seventhstreet,there was a break of at greatest chieftan of his age. As the flames
formed and marched away, leaving the
•ad his brilliant staff troopedslowly into the his coal-black charger, in front of his brilliantly least three-quarters of an hour. The crowd had belched from the months of the heavy police
in ebarze of Captain Fessenden,with a
Mum from Broadway and presentedfront to the nniformed staff, he was the cynosure of all eyes. awaited the catafalque and the funeral car, but pieces of cannon, the reports went rolling tomb
guard
of eight regulars to act as sentinels
Ctty Hall, then moving to the end of the plaza He rode with ea-y grace, and as the people it did not come. The crowd filed into the street back over the green-clad palisades,reverberating for the night.
caught sight of the commanding figure of Get- and the police were powerless. The wildest agan and again like the sunnd of rumbling
••Broadway, where they rested.
e hardestwork of the day was that of ths,
The
At this time 100 members of the Llederkranz tysburg they were inspired with expressions of rumors prevailed.It was said that the crowd thunder in the distance. First came Oen. Hanfour stalwart men who walked beside the catsSocietyfiled up to the steps, and, led by four admiration,which were only partly snppressed had become so great and had pressed so close cock In an open carriage.His horse had taken
They carried heavy poles with steel hooks
struments,sang with impressive effect the by the solemn characterof the occasion. On to the funeral oar that it was Impossible to sick at One Hnndred and Filth street,and the falco.
at the ends, and with these poshed
•haras of “The Spirits from Over the Water,” arriving at the head of the column the General move on. The facts were that several persons stately old warriorwas compelled to use a carup all low-lying telegraphwires. The
flhlmbert,andthe Pilgrim Chorus ” irom Tann- issued the order to march, and the mournful had fainted and ambulancesurgeons were at- riage provided for Just such an emergency.
poles weighed twenty-five pounds apiece,
er.” The guard of regulars filed into the cortege began to move, wending its way slowly tending them. At 1 :ao o'clock the crowds were Behind him rode his staff in bright nniform*. and were in constantnse from the time the oat-,
np Broadway to the solemn music of the *bands, driven back and the car proceeded. All along Conspicuous among them oonld be seen the
openspa
i space at 0 o’clock; Company A, Fifth Arafaloo left up- town until long after the fnneralthe line the police had great trouble with the soldierly forms of ex- Confederate Gena Fltz- was over. At Fifty-seventhstreet and Sixth
ttUery, under Col W. B. Beck; and Company^. en route to RiversidePark.
Tbe members of tbe Grant family, with the crowd, which wm quiet and lespectful,but hngh Lee end J. B. Gordon. The former rode
Infantry, under Me}. Brown. The
the obstructionswere so near to the
and guard of regularswere under exceptionof Mrs. Grant, decided to await the curious. Tbe police detail was insufficient,and between two Union officers, and wore a Derby avenne
ground that the plnme was removed to prevent
command of Col Beck. The regulars arrivalof the funeral processionat the Fifth at Forty-second street the Eleventh Company, hat of Confederategray, while across his breast its
being knocked off the great hearse.
beneath the tree* opposite the Avenne Hotel. Dr. Douglas joined them at the which paraded with the Eighth Regiment, was stretcheda broad sash of material of the same
and stood at rest Them came the hotel at 9 a m. Mrs. Bartoriswas deeply af- orderedout of line and charged on the crowd color. Other ex-Confederateawere there, and
fected during the meeting, and sobbed con- with fixed bayonets. One man was stabbed, they talked In subdued - o ies of the days when
they met on the battle- 1 el Is of the Booth.
vulsively as sue snook the hand or me physi- bnt not serioasly.
cian who bore such an Important part in the
At Fifty-seventhstreet and Fifth avenna, When the bob of the* • lu nn reached the circlosing days of her father s life. At precisely where center the wealth, luxury, and fashion cle within which Is the tomb of the hero tbe
10 o'clock carriages drove np to tho entrance, of New York, the procession had fairly got itself soldiers marched down the east drive— anlllery,
and the members of the family took seats in into proper swing and observanceof distance marines and bine jackets— and were massed in
them aa follows: CoL F. D. Grant, and between Us subdivisions.Here, from a window pretty form on the knoll just to tbe north. Then
Mia Bartoris and Mrs. Fred Grant took seats of Secretary Whitney’s boose, the spectacle came the Twenty-secondand Seventh RegiIn the first carriage.The second carriagewas was at its best. Steady regulars in their plain ments, which were drawn np in a long line in
ly drive. Below them was a battery
bat
occupiedby Mr. and Mrs. U. 8. Grant and Benor garb, more gorgeous national guardsmen, well the westerly
Romero. Jesse Grant and wife entered the trained to street marching, marines,and sol- of light artillery,whose pieces were trained and
third. In the fourth were Mr. and Mrs. Cramer. diers, their faces bronzed by tropic suns, pointed toward the New Jersey shore. The
The next carriage contained Gen. Creswelland marched well in order, while at the head, state- heavily laden fnneral car was so heavy that Its
!e.and was fel
allowed
____
by Potter
________________
Palmer and ly and strong,rode Hancock, “the Superb," as progress was necessarily slow, so that it was
Mr. Honore. In anotherand laat carriage were they used to call him in the Army of the Poto- more than three hoars after the head of the
Mr. Morton and Mr. Drexel.
moo, rather older and grayer, bnt even more column reached the tomb before the car came
At 10:30 a. m. President Clevelandappeared at impressive than when at Williamsburghe insight. During the interval the companies of
the entrance of the hotel and Immediately en- turned to his brigade and said: "Now, gentle- the Seventh Regiment marched over from their
position, and, reverently uncoveringtheir heads,
tered bis carriage.He was accompanied by men, the bayonet.”
Secretary Bayard. The President was dressed
The catafalque loomed solemn above tbe passed through the narrow,temporary home of
in i plain black anit, black high silk hat, and hushed crowd which lined the streets,the fol- the loved dead, while they and others ln*pected
carried an nmbrella. Following ihe carriage of lowing carriages to some extent marring the the strnctnre.The privileged few who held
President Cleveland and those of the Orant fnneral effect This incongruitywas forgotten, passes gatheredwithin the enchained inclosure
family were carriages containing Vice President however, when the members of the Grand Army hack of the vault, and In low tones talked of the
Hendricks and the delegationsof the United marched by. Here were true mourners— com- dead hero.
States Senate and Honse of Representatives.rades and followers of the dead man in battle,
From Claremont over the intervening trees
These carriages formed in Twenty-third street,
came the tolling of a great bell, its sonorons
three abreast, in a line extending toward Sixth
notes falling heavily on the ear. At precisely
avenne.waitingthe arrival of the catafalque. Bo part of the column. These men in plain clothes 3:35 o'clock tbe sad strains of mnslc gave notice
:
sluggishly did the procession move that the typified the true genius of the republic and its of the approach of the catafalque, and the waitfnneral oar did not reach Twenty-third street saving strength in the stalwart courage which ing soldiers came to order. In a few minutes a
until one o’clock,and President Cleveland, hav- in the hour of the cduntry'sneed conld calmly string of carriagescame into view and shortly
ing become tired of waiting, left his open car- lay down the implements of peacefulindustry, drew up in front of the tomb. From them
riage and returnedto his room in tbe hotel, ac- substitutethe mnsket, fight four years for a alighted,first, Rev. J. P. Newman and Bishop
tomianled by Secretary Bayard. Vice Presi- sentiment,and at the conclusionquietly drop Harris. Following them were Gens Sheridan
dent Hendricks followed their example soon back Into the peaceful ranks of society. With and Bnokner, Sherman and Joe Johnston,Gen.
after and returnedto the reception-roomon the admirationwas mingled a feeling of sadness as John A. Logan and George W. Boutwell. Then
first floor, where he was soon surrounded by a the eye marked grayjialnand bent forms when came the fnneral car, preceded by the band and
ENTRANCE TO CITY HALL, NEW YORK. crowd of friends. The President’s example was memory recalled the fresh faces and vigorous surroundedby the members of George G. THE COTTAGE AT MT. McGREGOR UNDER
followed by many others, who were in carriages figures of twenty years ago.
Meade Post, of Philadelphia.Behind them,
GAURD.
There were three blocks before the boule- and coming ' slowly down between the
•rigtnal guard of honor that was on duty at and who stooped ent upon tbe sidewalk, and
Twenty-third
Twenty-tnird
street
for
s
a
time
contained
on
its
vard
could
be
reached.
The
tired
marchers
ranks
of
soldiers
at
a
present
arms,
ELSEWHERE.
Mount MacGregor and which lifted the remains
••-day. Filing into the oorridors of the City s Idewalksa gatheringcomposed of the leading who bravely kept their place in the line wiped were tbe family and mourners, among whom
the i ersplration from their brows and curled were President Cleveland, Vice President Hen- Honoring the Memory of the Dead Hero.
,11 these took
took"
• places
•
Hall
their
beside the
remains, Generali and statesmenof tbe country.
During the passage of the procession the de- their lips in slight contempt at those who had dricks, ex -Presidents Arthursand Hayes, Sena•ad these were undet the command of John H.
In all sections of the United States unpreceire to r-ce
zee the grand and Imposing
Ml. _ _pageant
_
was withdrawn. If there was a feeling in the breasts tor John Sherman, and other notables. When
Johnson, Senior Vice Commander of Grant Post, sire
so
3 great that rnanv of the occnpants of car- of any soldiers that there wonld be fewer eyes the oar had reached its place before the door of dented honors were paid to tne memory of the
Brooklyn.
At 9:35 the imposing fnneralcar, drawn by riages which were to follow the fnneral car to gaze npon their glittering trappingsit must the tomb the Governor'sIsland Band, stationed old commander. In Chicago tbe day was obtwent
ty-fonr Jet black horses in black trappings, clambered up and stood on the top of the have been quicklydissipated.The sea of faces on the knoll to the north, started to play, and served in a becoming manner, notwithstanding
the inclement weather.The city was profusely
d on the plaza directly in front of the City coachee or occupiedthe seats of the drivera At was still unbroken, reverent heads were still all down the ranks muffled drums beat a sad
draped, and businesswas nniversally suspendsteps. Inside the corridor Commander 12:90 p. m. President Cleveland appeared At a bowed and bared while the black car rolled on. tattoo. When the steps prepared for the par
an'waa waiting. "Colnmns in position side window of the second story of the hotel This was new inspiration for the tired cohorts. pose were Disced st the hack of the car the vet ed. Ths procession, which comprised many
military and civic organization! and representaIt and left," was hw command. The veteran and gazed long and earnestlyat the vast crowd They held themselves more erect, the lagging era ns of Meade Post who were chosen as pall
tives of various branches of the public service,
•nard of honor was erect, "i ift the remains,'' assembled in the streets and In Madison Square. limbs quickened their pace, the muffleddrums bearers mounted to it. and, under command r
was one hour and a half In pusslng
orns the next command in dear bnt low tones. After anotherlong halt the processionagain be- beat with quicker tap; evea the sable horses an officer below, bore the casket to the ced/
a given point In the evening memorial serTbe twelve men stooped to the stiver rails with gan to move forward, whereupon tbe Predden t stiffened their ears and seemed surprised that box on tho ground before tbe door.
Behind them came Colonel Grant with hi vices were held at Battery D Armory, which
•loved hands. "Marcp," was the word. The body retired irom the window, and when the funeral the crowd of humanity was as thick as ever.
oar approached he resumed his seat in the car- On the privatebouses, on the towering apart- wife, his brother's wife; and littleNellie. Thl? was crowded to its utmost capacity. In all the
* Out
‘ upon
>nth«
the rortico were born the re
ment buildings, which mark this part of the took their places to the south of the casket. leading cities of the United States, and in hunCommander Johnson Immediately at the riage.
The other carriages fell quickly into line with- dtv, the mourning, emblems were frequent. PresidentClevelandrad Oefiaral Hancock were dreds of towns and villages, similar tributes
’ tread
behind, while Dr. Newman,
_________
. Bishop
Bishop were paid to the memory of_th’e illnstrionsdead.
_ black out confusion. Tbe Congressionalcommittee They were noticeable for tbe taste with which directly
Harris, and tbe soldiers and prominent officials At Baltimore, Louisville,
they were hung.
stepped and other officers from Washingtonwore dl
n
and west sides. New Orleans, and many <
At Fifty-ninth street the escort, was allowed ranged themselvesat the north
glistenedas tbe tlngnlshed by broad white sashes.
were made in
When the casket bad been placed in the cedar
Carlisleand ex-SpeakerRandall rode
Its honored burden was carried
crates took a
aressmen Hlscock, of
York, and
upon
to the
i the
Maine. 0

vigorously.
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The Patent Chun.
If anything was needed to prove
that Americans are the most persevering people ontside of romance, a turn
through the churn department in the
Patent Office would settle the matter
beyond all chance for dispute. There
has n'ever been any demand for a
patent chum; nobody wants one, and
no woman who cares to make butter
that will haunt the memory like a
lingering dream of joy would permit
one to come within a thousand yards
of the milk-honse, and yet, in direct
opposition to all the laws of nature,
including female prejudice, thousands
upon thousands of men have enslaved
their brains for years in the service of
the great Moloch of modem times — the
patent churn. Whenever a man grows
sweaty in the brain-pan,and imagines
he can feel the seethings of genius
within him, it is a sure sign that destiny has ordained that he must beggar
his family to procure a patent oh a
churn. At times the mania to invent
something that cannot by any earthly
possibility be of service to mankind
becomes epidemic, and no man is safe
from the dread contagionwhich almost
invariablyfinds expressionin chums.
A plan may be ordinarily sane on everything else, and still be only a few removes from absolute idiocy on the
subject of chums. Bending a boy to
college and stuffing him full of expenaiye education is no guarantee that he
will not some day debase his brain and
waste the best years of his life in trying to get up a patent churn a little
;h
more absurd than any of its predecessors.Those misguided people who
fooled away their lives in seeking the
philosopher’s stone were not the only
examples of wasted effort with whic«
eh
all history teems, as the acres of churn
models in Washington will show. The
gospel is preached all over our broad
land, and idolatry is discountenanced

..........

' “

A Dally Defalcation.

He Keot

The Hob. John Ksllj, the head and front of

t

he

W

hole

Hon

se

Awake

NOT FOROIT

Washington, D. C.— Mr. F.

O. McTammany Hall, a man of strict Intefrlty. an Cleary, a prominentsolicitor of palonts of
Indefatigable worker, early at his office,late
Ibis city, was troubled for eeveml weoka
to leave, so burdened with businessthat regwilh a severe cough, whi-.h not only deular meals were seldom known by him, with
mind In constanttension and energies stead prived him of sleep but annoyed others.
The only thing which did him auy good, he
lly trained, Snally broke down!
The wonder Is that he did net aoonor give savs, was the new preparation Red Star
way. An houest man In all things else, be Cough Cure, a purely vegetable compound,
acted unfairly with his physicalresources. free from opiates, narcotics, or poisons of
He was ever drawing upon this hank without any kind.
ever depositing a collateral.The account
overdrawn, the bank suspends and both are
Bival Schools.
now In the hands of medical receivers.

,

little skill—

will

do

if

mot much. A very little
you are strong in the arms

and not easily discouraged. About all
you have io do is to grab hold of the
dasher and pound the cream with unrelentingvigor. The rest can be left
to nature. Success is certain, even
though it may be a trifle slow at times.
Nothing worth having combe had without hard labor, and good butter is certainly worth having, unless you have
been raised ana boardin g house and don't
know what it os. Therefore it is notan
exception to the rule, and the longer it
takes to chum the better the butter
ought to be. Hut butter is sometimes
like hope. lit promises everything and
turns out a sham at last. But this k
not your fault Charge it to the butter. It is strong enough to bear it, or
if not, give it time and it will be.— CJiecago Ledger.

New York Detectives.
The detectives of New York

waIRIAL*
ALT

ergy which almost Invariably expresses Itself In a deranged conditionof the kidneys
and liver, for it la a well-known fact that the
poison which the kidneys and liver should
remove from the blood, If lett therein, soon
knocks the Ufe out of the atrongest and
most vigorous man or woman. Dally building up of these vital organs by so wonderful
and highly reputed a specific as Warner’s
safe cure, Is the only guarantee that our
business men carfhave that their strength
will be equal to the labors dally put upon

them.
Mr. Kelly has nervous dyspepsia,we learn,
indicating, as we have said, a break-down of
nerve force. Hia case should be a warning
to others who, pursuing a like course, will
certainlyreach a like result -Sunday Heraid.

On his return from a cruise the
Doctor found his graduatedwife in a
homoeopathicdispensary attending a
patient. The Doctor said: “So the

geatlon, Constipation, Sick Headaches, Dyapcpslnt Nervous disorders, and all Female
Complaints t when properly taken It is a aure
pellet-peddlingignoramuses have cure. Thousands have been benefited by It
roped yon in, have they ?” She replied : in this and other Western States.It is the best
Combination of Vegetableremedies an yet
Don’t be rude, my dear,” and
id pro- discovered for the restoration to health of the
ceeded to administer her little white XYeak and Debilitated. Do not get Flops
Bitters confounded with Infepanaceas. “You’re a quack 1” roared the and
rior preparations of similar name. X prescribe
husband. “You’re a butcher !” screamed Hops A Malt Bitters regularly in mr practice.
his wife. And the little pellets divided Robert Tamer, M. D., Flat Bock, Mich. For sale
by all druggists

HALT

them forever.— P/ti/ade/pkiaTimes.

HOPS k MULT HITTERS CO,
If

Of

Its

Your Liver Reminds You

“Now, there’s a cigar,” said

My brother Myron and

the right side, or beneaththe dexter shoulder- myself were both cured,to
and all appearance, of Catarrh
regnlate the organ without loss of time, by the and Hay-Feverlast July
use of Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters.The above and August. Up to this
symptoms are usually accompanied by yellow- date, Dec. 28, neither have
ness of the skin, constipation, furred tongue, had any return of these
troubles. Ely’s Cream Balm
disorder of the stomach, s'ch headache and
was the medicineused.morning nausea. But a reform is promptly inOabbikl Ff.rbis, Spencer,
atituted by the Bitters,ihe best possible substi- TtygaCo-N.Y.

Catarrh

blade, accept the reminder as a warning,

a

tobacco

merchant whose firm handled more

than a million dollars’ worth of cigars
has made a great reputation within the post year, and which is
eagerly smoked by all good judges of
cigars, and yet there is so much cheattute for calomel, bine pill, and. other super-poing done in this particular brand that
tent and hnrtfnl drags erroneouslydesignated
fully two-thirds of the smokers are as remedies for bilionsnesa Appetite and dia year, “that

swindled. I am not surprised, either,
that they do not find it out, as the
cheating is very adroitly done. The
price of the cigar to dealers is 22$
cents, and yet you can buy the cigar,
or what they pretend is the cigar, all
over town for 25 cents. We will not
retail them for less than 28 cents, be-

aad the cigars very much like the retd
thing. The dealer, by this little game,
clears about thirteen cents on a cigar—
a pretty tidy profit, and well worn the
ruse even if it is a state prison of-

BOLD BY ALL DBUG01BT8.

PATENTLiriSS

CREAM BALM

gestion are restored, and the boweta resume activity,when an Impetus Is given to the functions
of health by this sterlingsnti-bilioas medicine,
wbloh also has the effect of enriching and purllying the circulation,and fortifying the system
against malarial Infection In air or water. It is
also highly beneficial for rhenmatlsm, kidney
and bladdertroubles.

except to put something to oat into It, Is an
excellent motto for the gossip and the sufferer from catarrh. But while the gossip Is

Price, 9S ota., SO eta. and SIAM) per Bottle.

k

gained an enviablereputation wherorer known,
has

_Price

R. U.

"HAY -FEVER
w«llor

at

Boyton was

upon by the frantic
cries for help of a Inan who had got beyond his depth, and plunged into the
called

drneriat. Rend for d-ritlsr.
N. Y.

ElY BROTHERS.Druggists.Owevn.

The

IMPE

the

'

World

is

the

AKRON mack Hawk istoi
iiprcwEits.i Thrashars

219'wafU^8^Pj|*g
Chicago.

Best in

QiqQ^

and had him
hauled aboard the boat. The man was
utterly exhausted, and it was nearly an
hour -before he was fully restored. He
off his bathing suit, dressed himself, and then, with rare magnimity,
took Irom his pocket a fifty-ceut note
(silverhalf-dollars were not as plentiful
then as now), and handed it to Boyton,
sa
-lying:
“I owe you my life, sir, and I hope
you will call upon me whenever you
want a favor. Take this money and
treat yourself and your assistants to a

took

good

stiff drink. You certainly
be chilled through.*'

Boyton is of Dish

no doubt

Women,

w*JU!»nt®»ooo Bore BooK Agentate sen

Imputation of the Leg. Tho
Money Is the universal necessity, and none but •
cynic or a fool will affect to despise it. Mr.

"

GRANT:

S.

11.

Abram

realizedthis truth. His disease Involved the whole
of his thigh-bone,and the sufferingman looked forward, not without apparent reason, to death

u

hia

only deliverer. The family physicians refused to
amputate the limb, assertingthat the operationwould
kill

the patient

on the spot. Dr. David KENNEDY, of

practically Incurable,there Is no excuse for

and elevated railroad to all depots. Famican live better for less money at the Grand
Union than at any -first- class hotel In the city

stage,
lies

_

go, corner Clintonand Madison streets.This
fan-famed hotel is located In the center of tho
city, only one block from the Union Depot.
Elevator;all appointments first-class.
Hoyt & Gates. Proprietora.

For dyspepsia, indigestion,depressionof
spirits,and general debility In their various
forms; also, as a preventiveagainst fever and
ague, and other Intermittent fevers, the
" Perro-Pbosphorated Elixir of Calleaya,"
Oo., of New York,
and sold by all druggists, is tho best tonic;

...

...

,uiA;

ASTHMA.

HP

iKwir.x

FEVER.

German Asthma Cure

^

never faUe to give
i
lmnwdlate reHtfln the worst cases, Insurese
able sleep
;
effects
cures
where
...
umcra
uui.
n
—
i another*

lor

stamp. Dh

------

K.

SCHIFFMAN,

Ht. Paul.

Minn.

FRAZER
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OPIURRBSSHS AXLE GREASE.

DROPSY
FREE
TREATED

CHEST
sstfABHraas*
DR.
ON

sasMafe*®*

made by Caswell,Hazard A

and for patients recovering from fever or
other sickness it has no equal.

A

<

GREEN,

H. H.

Specialistfor Eleven Years Past,

Has treated
eitSd J?w>Paywd lu compi^tiona with the .
moat wonder
___ sqcceas ; uses vegetableremedies,soonderful
Ureiy harmless,iiemov
In eight to twenty days.
Cures patientspronouncedhopeless by ths bested
nvidlrlinfi.
physicians.
From the first dose the sympto
pear, and In ten days atleasttwo-tl
toms are removed.
Home
. without knowing
about it.
does not cost
to reali/.o
my
In ten days the difficulty of br

JT42S.

The Akron Sewer Plpo Is the best In
the world. See advertisement to this paper.

m
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,

t

FLEMING BROIL

Pittabmvh. Pa.

extraction, and as

another edition of “Little
with a change of title.

it
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Ellsworth,of Port Ewen, Ulster County, N. Y„ had

is

CONSERmoffoF
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RAGAN'S

Man and

Beast.

Magnolia Balm
a secret aid to
Many a lady owes

is
Mustang Liniment is older than
most men, and used more and
more every year;
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Corn Shelters and Road Rraders.

III.

If a bird In the hand is worth two In tho
breakers,followed by a surf-boat.The bush, Is a mole on the face worth two In the rpEXAN.-Blesxedwith splendidcrop*. Will send
A BUM map, which gives Informationof cJimate,
treacherousundertow, setting strongly ground?
health, lands, stock, Ac., on receiptpostal card with
seaward, had caught the unfortunate
name and postolBce. E.8. GRAHAMiGraham. Toxaa.
"Put up" at the Gault House.
swimmer, and he was being rapidly car- moat beautiful and finest toned
The business man or touristwill find first_ the world. Low pricti, tom payried out of the neach of assistance. class accommodationsat tho low prloe of $S
ment. Send for cataloguk. Andress
Boyton seized him just as he was about and $2.50 per day at the Gault House, ChicaWeaver Organ k Piano Oo. York, Pa.

to sink for the last time,

AWARE

THAT
LoriUird’i Olimu Sing'

any one’s suffering longer from catarrh. Bondont N. Y* who was consulted,held a different
Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy Is an unfailing opinion and amputatedthe limb. The Doctor then
cure for that offensivedisease. It heals the administeredfreely his great Blood Specific, FAVORfense.’’
diseased membrane, and removes the dull
REMEDY, to afford tone and strengthto the aye“How can one detect the spurious and depressed sensations which always at- ITE
tend
catorrh.
A
short
trial of this valuable tem and prevent the return of the disease, and Mr.
one?”
preparation will make the suffererfeel like Ellsworth remains to this day In the bloom of health.
“Only an expert can tell the differ- a new being.
This gentleman’a disease was the offspringof foul
blood, and Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY purified
ence in the make of the cigar at a
Ip there had been another woman and a the blood and restored to him the power once more
glance, but if you look carefully at the
lawyer in the garden of Eden, Eve would
date on the box it might give you a have probably got a divorce and married the to enjoy hia Ufe. Are you sufferlugfrom any diaeaae
traceableto the same cause? Try FavoriteRemedy.
clew. For instance, I saw some cigars devil.
Your druggist baa it. ONE DOLLAR a bottle. Bear
tihat were not over a week old the other
The only reliablecure for catarrh is Dr. In mind the proprietor’sname and address: Dr.
David KENNEDY,Rondout, N. Y.
•day that were in a box labeled Oct. 12. Sage's Catarrh Remedy.
To Keep the Blood Pure la the principalend
The manufacturers on the other side
The striped stick candy must go. There Is of Inventions and discoveriesin medidno. To this
are endeavoring to throw difficulties in enough poison In one hundred and sixty-five
object probably no one has contributed more aigthe way of these fraudulent dealers by pounds of it’to kill a boy. Just think of it.
naUy than Dr. David Kennedy, of Rondout, N. Y„ in
putting a peculiar glaze on their boxes.
the production of a medicine which has become
Important.
But the cigar thieves soon get a hold of
famous under the titleof the Tavorite Remedy-."It
When you visit or leave New York City,
-the boxes, so what are they going to do save Baggage Expreasageand Carriage Hire, and removes aU ImpurUkt of tho Blood, regulatestho
atop at the Grand Union Hotel, opposite Grand disordered Liver and Kidneys, cures Constipation,
about it?”— New York Sun.
Dyspepsia,and all diseasesand weaknesses peculiar
Central Depot; 600 elegant rooms fitted npata
cost of one million dollars, reduced to $1 and to temalea.
Fixing the IVlce of a Life.
upwards per day. European plan. Elevator.
I remember upon ono occasion that Restaurantsupplied with the best. Hone cabs,

little ear below,*
the pugilist, after biting off

his opponent’s organ of hearing.

Oetbot, Kic*

HAY-FEVER.

existence by dull pain or sharp twinges

in

Frauds In Cigars,

“Mak wants but
remarked

MAIT

Blood

«

p..

#ops>;

BITTERS,

are a quick-pittedas Philpot Curran.
perpetual source <rf mystery to men
'**1 think you have made a mistake,1
who are unacquainted with their ways. be said. "“You put too much value upon
They receive a salary of about $1,600 your life. Permit me to give you your
and spend $6,000, They dress well, change,” and before the crestfallen
wear diatnond rings, and five on the fat miser knew what to reply Boyton had
of the land. In the first place, every thrust into his hand 49 cents in pendetectiveof any consequence in New nies, 2-cent pieces, and 10-cent notes.
York has a big mustache. That is in “I wiM keep this note as a souvenir of
itself a mystery. The average man of the value of a human life,” said Paul,
reasonably tenaer years spends at least coolly putting it into hispocket. He
four-fifths of his time in cultivating has it to this day.—
ay.— Cor. Phil
Philadelphia
his mustache. He seldom or never New*.
reaches the standard which the detecDon’t take that “ cocktail In Uie morntives of New York so successfully and ing.” If you have a “swelled head,” nauadmirably occupy. It has got so now seated stomach, and unstrung nerves result_
that any man with a reasonably big ing from the "convivial party last night,”
the sure and safe way to clear the cobwebs Rheumatism, %ura1giay Sciatica,
mustache ia set down as a detective at from the brain, recover zest for food, and
once by the average New Yorker. One tone up the nervous system, is to use Dr.
of these officers is detailed by In- Piorce’s"Pleasant I urgatlve Pellets.” Sold
spector Byrue at every theater in New by all druggists.
York, there ia another at all the big
A book called “Small Provocations”
hotels, while still more appear to have
was tossed into our lap on a train the
roving comnussiohs up and
id down Broad
other day. We didn’t read it, but have
yr&j,— Brooklyn Bagle.
1

in

It is not work that kills men. It is IrreguDr. Scudbery, of the United States
larity of habits and mental worry. No man
navy,
has had a dreadful quarrel with
in good health freta at his work. Bye and
bye when the bank of vigor suspends, these his beautiful and accomplishedyoung
men will wonder bow It all happened, find wife at San Francisco, because in his
they will keep wondering until their dying absence abroad she studied medicine,
day unless, perchance,some candid physician
became a homccopathist, and under- If you with a certain cure for all
or intereftedfriend will point out to them
diweases. Nothing waa ever Invented that will
how by Irregularity,by excessive mental took to cure the community of its ills cleanse the Blood and purify the Bntem equal
effort, by consunt worry and fret, by pluna- and her own husband’sbad temper by to Hops and
I
Bitters. ..
It »vav—
tones
up the Bystemi puts new Blood In your
Ing In deeper than they had a right to go,
sugar-coated pills.
m
1 sv mO
n %% a # I # a m*wt
they have produced that loss of nervous en-

everywhere, outside of politics and
good society, and yet in spite of all
this, men will bow down to the churn
of their own construction and avow
that its like is not found in the earth
beneath nor the heavens above, and
The ordinary dwellings of the Japthey will worship it and put the best cause that gives us little enough profit. ” anese are not firmly attached by
part of their lives into it, and then go
“Are all that are sold for 25 cents foundationsto the earth but rest loosely
raving craqr with despair when they bogus?”
on squared stones or bowlders bnried in
try to sell it and find out what an old
“They are not the true imported the ground, the result of which is to
fraud it is. Things have got to such a brand, as a rule. Of course, there are partially prevent the transmission of
pass that the day is coming over the occasional big hotels and restaurants momentum from earthquakes. An
alill when the voter will not ask con- that are content to handle them at a Englishman has mode an improvement
cerning the candidate for whom his margin of two and a half cents. The on this plan and rests the house at each
vote is solicited: “Is he honest? Is he fraud is effected in this way : Clerks of its piers upon a handful of cast-iron
able? Is he strong enough to with- or boys in the hotels or restaurants shot. These shet, of the size of buckstand corruptionV But—‘‘Did he ever where the genuine brand is sold keep shot, so increase the frictional resistinvent a oh urn?” And if the answer is the boxes when they become empty ance to rolling that the house is practiyes, you -can bet that he won’t get a and supply them at a fair cost — say 50 cally astatic, and the motion is in most
vote, unless he buys it. The fact th^t
cents apiece— to the small dealers. A earthquakesonly about one-tenth of
a man has tried to bulldoze fate by domestic cigar is manufactured of the what it is outside.
throwing away time on a churn instead exact shape and color of the imported
of bunching his energies'onthe roller- brand, and the box is filled with these
Never Open lonr Month
skate or something that people want, domestic cigars. The box is genuine,
will be taken -as evidence tnat his skull
is not the right shape, and he will be
treated accordingly. The churn seems
to be about the only thing to which the
Darwinian theory will not apply. The
missing link may some day turn up to
connect the chain of progress,but until then all attempts at improvementcan
be nothing more than wasted effort.The
churn in general use, and the one that
sends forth buttpr to gladden like the
spirit of love, is the one that came
over in ithe Mayfiower. It ha« no
cranks or springs ; no wheels or pinions; no cogs or levers. All there is
of it is the dasher and the concern that
holds the milk, and that is enough.
Main strength can do the rest, and
goodness knows female labor is cheap
enough, unless you have to hire it,
which is seldom the case on a farm.
Heroism is not scarce in this country,
and plenty of women can still be found
with' courage sufficient to marry into
servitude. 'Churning is a simple operation that -requires a good deal of muscle, superhuman patience, and some
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{Continuedfrom First Page.)
twe«n the shore# of the load-ionndlng sew.
Grant the soldier.Grant tb^ atatesman,Grant
iba citizen,Grant tbe jrrawrver’of his country’s

unity. Grant, Who never before yielded to an
adrewary, baa fallen at laat befora the Ineaorable power which baa never yet failed to claim
its own. Sarronndad by all that aweetena Me,
yet softens the great change, be departedforever
from among na. At tba close be who bad min<
glad in strife tbe most Intense ofbla time, and
who always “stood four-squareto every wind
that blew,” found “ail hia wnye, waye of pleaaantHCW," and all hla paths, “paths of peace.” Today he Is laid to rest In tbe suburbs of fhe great
city by the side of the beautifuland historicriver,
to await tbs bugle-call at tbe resurectlon morn-

ing-”'
Rev.

/

worth of Goods must be sold in order to meet the obligations to creditors.

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”
In Dry Goods, Clothing, Gents' Furnishing Goods, and Boots and Shoes,

->*

John Van der Meulen

with an address

which

$12,000,00

In

followed

the Holland language

spoken of by all who
could understandit. The music for the
occasion was appropriateand was renia highly

dered beautiful by

a large choir under

•

the

Gilmore. The

leadership of Mr. D.

And) Winter Suits

aer.

POWDER

vises were closed with the benediction and
the people of Holland

honors of

bad

paid the last

most

this life to one of the

illus-

_

IVM W
To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at competition with the multitude of low test, short
welgh^alumor phosphatepowders^Sold on^j hi
9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
the pulpit.

26 YEAR

Evening, "Sabbath:

ordinary or

an

extraordinary

Church—

Uroek, Pastor. Services at 9^0

2

p.

m.

Rev.
a.

Sunday School at 8:45

p.
7

D.

m.
:80.

Subjects:Morning, "Elijah praying for

CONSTIPATION.

the promised blessing."Afternoon,
"Christ promising the revelation) of

Services at 9:30

They iBerease the Appetite and aos. the
body to Take on rfeshftthusthe aystea la

m.,

and 2

Boturlakod.aDd nytbelrT'nfto Action on
'the

p.

m. Sun-

day school at 8:45. Subjects:Morning,
"Hallowed be Thy name.” Afternoon,
"Lessons learned from Simon Peter’s de-

Ghat Hub or Whiskies changed to a
Glosst Black by a tingle application of
this

liverance." • ^

Dm.

It Imparts a natural color, acta

instantaneously. Sold by Druggists,or
sent by express on receipt of fl.

m

Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-

i, 44 Murray St.
Office.

vices at 9:80 a. m., 2.-00 and 7 p. m.
Prof. G. Boers, ot Grand Rapids, will
preach.
Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.,
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7 :30.
Subjects: Morning, "Many or few, might
or weakness, nothing with God.’’ Evening, "Trying to outwit God."

Serious Results,

Ptrtb

MAS

MABLEnUA

An End to Bone Scraping.
Edward Shepherd, of Harrisburg,

the store of.

Skirts, Hosiery,

and

done on short notice.

SMS

and complete line of

Stairs,

always on hand.

Office and Shop on Riuer street,
near the corner of Tenth street,

for the celebrated

JAS.

Needle Gas Lamp.

Holland, May

These lamps are a great im
provement on all other lamps
D<
>oth as to quantity of oi
used and the amount of lighi
which they give. . Call ant

Goods delivered free of charge,
B.
Holland, Jane

WYNHOFF.

HEROLD,

E.

tie Wm

hausted, and headache and a hundred
other disturbancesare the result. Many
of the miseries of modern man and wo-

manhood might be cured aod prevented
were their approach heeded and resisted,

dealers in

medicines.

SODA
BestintheWorM.

-

H. WYKHUYSEN,
-

No scrofulousinfection can resist the
mrifying power of Ayer's Sarsaparilla,
told by aU druggiats.

1 also

keep on hand a

full line of

Spectacles!
.

My

Notice.

Woodsmen.

MACKINAC.
IfellMIlMlcfctfol

round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.

SUMMER TOUR
F»1*m BtatiMn. Low Sttas.
W«k Brtw— a

Foot Trip* p«r

DETROIT AND MACKINAC
Aad Bvny Waak Day Batwam

DETROIT AND CLEVEUND
Wrttafbr oar

ED. VER SCHURE, 8upt.
Van Putten & Sons' store.

"Picturesque Macklneo,” lllustreted.
farttaalata. MailadFiaa.

Contaloa Fan

Detroit
C. 0.

A

Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

WHITCOMB,

Oku. Pane. Aor..

are tbe celebrated

unsurpassedin

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.
The popnlar wagon manufacturer

GROM

BAUD SEWED

J.

shoks.

NOTHING NEW!
only that the

FLIEMAN
haa in stock a number of the

CUTTB
made by the

Repairing promptly and neatly

done

SHERWIN

*

WILLIAMS

Northwestern Sleigh Company,
of

Milwaukee. These enttera for ease and comfor

CALL AND SEE
NO.

40,

US.

ZFAIJSTTS

E. HEROLD.
Holland, Mich., March 13, 1884.

are superior,while in

Strength end Durability
they beat everything.The dash if a’ new device
which cannot he broken.

EIGHTH STREET.

SILVERWARE
is

U^giggl

ate being sold
I alio

CHEAPER THAN EVER BEFORE

have a

lot

of

I

Sleighs of Every Description.

this city.

on hand which I propose to aell at

We guaranteethat a gallon

Rose

Leaf, Fine Cnf,

Navy Clippings

that all

furnishingand
aad Clocks rtpalrsd on
for city
short actios.
Proposals to be endorsed
"Propoaalsfor lumber. By order of the
Geo. H. Sifp,
IfDfTH BTOKET, OPPOilTl FIBIT CffUBCH.
City Clerk.
H. WYKHUYSEN.
Hollaid, Aug. 5, 1885,
HoLLAin. Mich.. Oct. t, 1864.
.

for one year

1

12-ly

Farmers and

stock of

Particular attention ia called to the fact
my goods are first-classand are
Sealed proposal* will be received by the sold at low prices.
Common Oenncil of the city of Holland,
* 5 o’clock, p. m.. Cms* &b amd ••• mj
Stock. Watches
'

among which

Jewelry and Clocks.

27-tf

1885.

DETROIT. MICH.

Walsh.

all

1883.

SOOTS & SHOES

having their origin in derangements of the
^ eater in7
liver and blood, dyspepsia, jaundice, indigestion, costiveness and other unwholesome conditions. Evils of a diseased nature find a certain core by tbe use of Golden Seal Bitten. In thie medicine, nature, added by art, baa produced a rare
combinationof medicinal properties,wise- Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
ly adapted to the core of diseases common
to mankind. The vitalizing principals
Ladies’ and Gents’ lockets,
embodied in Golden Seal Bitterswill asSilverware, Platedware,
suredly core tbe broken down dyspeptic.
Sold by H.
25-4
Protect jour Children.
The season ii upon na when children especially are attacked by summer complaints and malignantdiarrhoea often with
fatal results. The most effeclent and recognized remedy for this is Dr. Schonten’s
Compound Syrup of Rhubarb. Sold by

Holland, April 22,

For making contractsor farther inhas just received a large stock of the latest
formation apply to Fixter's Stave Factory.
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s

Warning.

unusual nature disturbs the balance of the
system, the nervous energies are ex-

COME AND BEE ME.
PETER U. WILMS.

HUNTLEY.

We will bay all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver tbe year

1888.

14,

27,

a

ATTENTION

or to G.

A

Dealer in the leading class of agricnlturalImplelents, such as Engines, Threshers,
era, Saw Mills
Wind Mills, Self-binding Reapers,
, Mowers,
Mi
Bag
cl es. Wagons, Plows, Spring Tooth
th 1Harrows, al
that Fanners need except monej,
that .yon
j, and mL.
can make b;
bv buying of me as I will sell very raasonable. Falr deaflnc and good goods.

have the agency in this city

111.

Pain ia given for the wise purpose of
informingus of the presence of danger
and disease. Any “
little excitement of an

Hand Ruling, Sash

furnished.

see them.

the dlflerent kinds of pnmps.ptpe and iron.

Planing and Re-sawing

White Goods,

27-t

all

for all

ished and completed.

CROCKERY
I

!

kinds of buildings, fin-

Etc., In endless variety.
fnll

Wells

AND WOODEN PUMPS,
Porcelain-lined,Iron-lined, Maple Cylinder

Estimates given

Dress Goods, Table Linens,

vYiUUej KoQripiag. Fries B«. iUDnfslik

sayi: "Having received so much benefit
frtm Electric Bitten, I feel It my duty to
let sufferinghumanity know it Have
had a running lore on my leg for eight
yean; my docton told me 1 would have
to have the bone senped or leg amputated.
I used, instead, three bottles of Electric
Bitten and seven boxes Bucklen’s Arnica
Salve, and my leg is now sound and well.”
Electric Bitten are told at fifty cents
battle, and Bucklen’s Arnica Salve at 25c.
per box by Heber Walsh.

Manufactnrerof

Wilms’ Celelratel Woolen Drive

WYNHOFF

B.

Secure Healthy
action to the Lira
relieve all bib
Ions troubles.

-

$1.00.

at

"WILIMIS

B. EL

HUNTLEY»‘

Dry Goods & Groceries,

A

IMPS

JAS-

going on Id the stock of

Nsw Yorlb

One or two doses of Dr. Schouten’s Com
pound Syrup of Rhubarb checks in most
cases, diarboea and the serious results ol
summer complaints. Why run risks, when
one bottle of this famous remedy fur
nishea tellef? Sold by all dealers and can
be obtained of Dr. R. A. Schouten,Cor.
ofWenham avenue and Division street,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Price, 85 cents
bottle or three bottles for

la

,

Rev. E. Boa, Pastor.—

a.

22, 1885,

Genuine Cyclone

.TUTT'S PULLS are especially adapted
to such eases, one dose effects each a
change of feeling m to oatonlih the sufferer.

greater things to a guilelessdisciple.
First Church,

Harrington.

tT.

TORPID LIVER.

Lose of appetite*Bowels eoetlve* Fata la
the head* with a d.U sensation In tha
back part* Pala andtr tha nhoalderblade* Fnllaone after catlap* with adlaincllnntlonto exertloa of hody or mind,
Irritability of tewpor* Low spirits* with
a feel Ins of having neglected soaio duty,
Weariness*Dlnsinsss* Flnttorlst at ths
Heart, Dots before ths sves* Hsadaeha
over the Hcht eye. Bootloeoaeeo* with
fltftil dreams* Highly colored Urine, and

m., and

Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at

Holland, Mich., Jan.

SYMPTOMS OP A

All are welcome.

Third Reformed

£3.

The Greatest Medical Triumph of the Age!

day.” Congregational singing. Gospel
melodies by the choir. Weekly praise
and prayer meeting Thursday at 7:80 p.

m.

numbers will be sold at a great sacrifice.

and

Pastor. Subjects: Morning, "The Chris-

an

Winter Dress Goods, new Style Prints,

In large

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:30 a.m., and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones,

ia it

Ladies are invited to call and examine the stock of

HLA.TS
JLNID
CAIPS
tutfs
COIMIE Q-ET BEST BABO-AI^TS

at 7:80. Rev. J. H. Karsten will occupy

”

Greatly Reduced Prices,

Absolutely Pure.

trious of American citizens.

tian’s inspiration.

of Clothes at

will cover

square feet, two coats, and that they are

a

SUPERIOR PAINT,

and Snuffs
to

COST.

275

FARMERS

and

OTHERS

wishinganyti
anything

In my Una can do ao better than
by calling on me.
i
I have a large stock of rtadymade work in

any in the market.

For information andUluftratedsample book,

wblcblwill Nil at

iTR.TMTimi

& BANOS

DStXfa STORE;
Houaib, Mich., May

18,

1865.

order to
Call

make

and examine and give me a trial.
J.

Hoxxivn, Mich. Oct. tt, 1864.

FLIKMAN,

